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The Marching Royal Dukes prepare to
| lake Ihe field for this years Homecoming
halftime show.
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SpMars crawl all owr Dukes

Tlte annual Homecoming step show will
rock Wilson Hall as members of six fraternities and sororities throw down.

The University of Richmond took advantage of IMU's iiiiurirs l« riwl out the
Dukes last Saturday in Richmond.
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SGA votes to support midyear tuition increase
Decision based on poll of 8 percent of students
&\

JENNIFER O'BRIEN

SGA reporter
In a heated meeting
IUCM1.IV night, the Student
Government
Association
passed a resolution in support
of a $150 midyear tuition hike
after polling 8 percent of the
student body Moo I
Out of 974 student responses, according to Academic
Affairs Committee Cli.iir senior
Kevin Winters, 68 percent
voted In favor of .1 tuition
increase. Of those voting, 349
wen' in-state students and 625
were out-of-state.
Following Winter- roading
of the polling results, the SGA
student senate debated a bill
proposed by the academic

m.iir-- .ommilUv
It we do not pas- this now,"
Winters said, "theSGA will have
not made an official statement
regarding student opinion. I
urge you to pass this bill protecting faculty losses and supporting academic institutions."
Senators had vastly differing
opinions about whether the SGA
should pass the bill. Some senators said the results of the SGA
poll wen' not reliable because of
the possibility of question error
or because too few students
responded to the poll.
"I had some concerns about
the questions on the ballot,"
senior Finance Committee
Chair Mike Goodman said. "I
felt there were n-ally just two

Students voice
opinions on
war with Iraq

questions: tuition in<iva-c or
faculty losses. Other options
wen' not dearly listed."
Sophomore representative
Amy DiGiovine said, "I don't
believe 8 percent of the student
population is an accurate representation of student opinion "
College ot Art- a 1 eta 1
Senator )osh Porter, a jiiniosaid the SGA should not pass a
resolution cither tor Of against
the increase because there is
not a clear determination of
what is best for all students. "I
think in.ution 1- aetuallv better
than action," he said. "I personally feel that the poll that
they used was |ust not a good
wav to decide that -tudentsee SGA, page 5

According to an SGA poll. 68 percent ol students support a midyear tuition Increase.

Homecoming to welcome alumni

BY AMIR POUNSAKVARASAN

contributing writer
Many JMU students and
faculty have mixed reaction!
on America possibly attacking
Iraq
and
overthrowing
Saddam Hussein.
While not scientifically
reflecting the sentiments of the
entin- JML campus, those arguing against war with Iraq Man
to cite expense, wrong motives.
lack ol international support
and fatal consequences as the
main n'asons to avoid war.

schedule of homecoming events
today

friday

-66It is an expensive
proposition lo remove
the current occupying
regime...

Carnival Day from 11a.m. to 2p.m. on the) commons
UPB Talent Jam ® 8p.m. (door* open @ 7) in Wilson Hall

UPB X-rreme Air from 1 la.m to 5p.m. on Hanson Field
Homecoming parade @ 5p.m. on Bluestone and Duke Drives
Phil Vassar concert @ 9p.m. in Wilson Hall

Saturday

5K Fun Run/Walk 0 9a.m. at URIC
Alur.ini Center open house 9 10a.m.

— Stephen Bowers

Pregame tailgate from 11:30a.m. to 2:30p.m. on Godwin Field

professor, political science

Contemporary Oospel Singers Concert © 1p.m. in Wilson Hall
Multicultural step show 9 8p.m. (doors open 6 7) In Wilson Hall
ii 1- an expensive proposition to remove the current occupying regime and to have a
regime change once Saddam
Hussein is in fact elimin
political
Ktenot pro'.
Stephen Bowers said Bowers
said Hussein is not in search of
martyrdom and does not have
the slightest urge to die, unlike
Osama bin Laden. As a rc-ult.
Bowers said America and the
United Nations have the power
to negotiate and talk with
Hussein, and war at the present
time should not be an option.
According to Alex Ifidholt,
professor of mediated communication, "The United Slates
seeSTVDENTS,page5

Students learn about available
careers in physical therapy
IRA
contributing wnur
JMU students got a good
idea of what I
available in physical therapy
last Thursday.
The physical therapy expo
was an opportunity for students
to gather Information on the
many physical therapy programs and admissions processes tor various graduate schools.
students and repn-sentativosaid the event WMS a success
these students have come
lien, kxiking like pnif.-ssion.ils.
[asking] professional questions,
Ray Patterson, program
director of the physical therapy
program at Chatham College in
Pittsburgh. "They an' an t» tflng
bunch h 1 hive tl»- opportunity to
meet with [They «] «*■'
focused, well pn-panni and

B\ KHALIL GARRIOTT
HI N \ tmtor
Each year. Homecoming week
serves as a way for JMU alumni to
revisit their tormcr school and
catch up with old friends. And
with this year - sMDvinea featuring a famous alumnus and the new
alumni center, the focus is even
greater on JMU graduate*
The official opening ot the
Leeolou Alumni Center — located
next to the College Center — and a
celebratory concert spotlighting
country music star Ml Vassal
('85)
highlight
Homecoming
week, the theme of which is "Put
Up Your Dukes."
At 10 a.m. Saturday, a ribbon-cutting ceremony formally will open the
19,000-squart'-fix>t alumni center. An
open nous*' with tours will continue
until 7 p.m
The much-anticipated return of
Vassar to his alma mater will take
place Friday night. The Academy of
Country Music's Top New Mak'
Artist" for 20X12 will kick off weekend country-style in Wilson Hall
Auditorium. Previously the winner
• Billboard's 2000' "Top New
Country Artist of the Year" and the
iwus "Country Songwriter of the
Year," Vassar has two No. 1 hits from
his self-titled gold album and will
perform at *J p.m.
"Having Phil (Vassar) perform
for Homecoming is perfect because
hi 1.- ,m alumnus and he's performing during the weekend when alumni return 'home' to their alma
mater." Director of Alumni Relations
lu-tm ihompson said. Thompson

s\KSH -I V.MI/

Physical therapy hosts job expo
BY LEEI.A PI KI

Concert, alumni
center opening
highlight spirit

[rheyl kxik like students destined
for a professional educati.11"
For four hours, studmts m the
physical therapy program milled
about the nx>m, stopping at
tabk-i blanketed with pamphlets,
brochun-. and applications. Each
table gave students the opportunity to pose questions and
receive advice horn admissions
representatives, professors and
even JMU alumni. Many alumni
attending wen' present on behalf
of graduate schcxils where they
are now attending and studying
pliv-ual tlicrapy.
"JMU is such a gnat COB1
munity," said Stephanie I'enrod,
a JMU alumna now attending
Virginia
I ommomvcalth
University. As a graduate of
JMU's physical therapy pro-

1 xro.pfi

Biology faculty state
need for current
flora documentation
BY MONICA BOERU

contributing writer
The biology department is
taking the tead in giving
Virginia a modernized list of

plant lite, according to an

rikl AN VI Ikl-KMa/l f*.*«»rur*rr
Franceses Reed (left) from Marymount University speaks with
sophomore Soda Anagnos about physical therapy careers.

set JMU, page 6

Honors Program lecture Oct 16
Virginia 1- the only state that
does not have a modern doCU
mentis! Mora or list ol plant lite
in a certain region, according to
Associate Professor of biology
Mike Kcnlroe. According to
Kenlnv it i- Nvause rlv 01101
mity of the project ha- intimi
d.iu .1 main people, politksand
technology played a m.i|or role,
M-\d overall, people have not
been able to work together as
well ,1- thev -hould have
According to KcnfriM'. an
updated comprohonsivc manual for plant identification 1gn'.itly needed because Virginia

lias the greatest diversity of
plants for its land area ot nn
-late in the United Stall's. "We
an in a very biotically rich
region." he said, "but then' has
not been a comprehensive
description ot the plants in
Virginia since lohn Clavton
HIOKK.) :

111 II•. invisiv
Profsssor Conley McMullen.
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR

NEWS
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24
• Pnuv Ai MfasMp will be held .it 5:30p.m. at the Baptist
Student Union I loUM on the comer of Cjntrell Avenue and
South Main Street, a block trom ctttPW

CSD Meeting

3

Effects of exile on humanity

3

OPINION
TO SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT:
E-mail Kyra of The Breeze at jxrrWi*. with the iniormation
(event, date, location, contact info, etc.)

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26
• Man'f .»nd women's club tennis team hosts the College of
William k Mary, noon at the UREC courts

Please submit by Friday for ■ Monday rMua and Tuesday for
a Thursday issue.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27
• Canterbury Kniscop.il Ministry will hold a Eucharist service at 5 p.m., followed by a home-cooked meal. The
Canterbury House is located on South Main Street across
from the Quad, between Buffalo Wild Wings and the Zirkle
House. With questions, please call 432-9613.

A little quest to find the big issue

7

House editorial Homecoming about
those who are coming home

7

Letter lo the editor: Adopt-a-street
program benefits entire area

10

Letter to the editor: Smoke Out
denounces hazards of cigarettes

10

Author depicted American
experience
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Campus spotlight: What's the best
quote Irom Fall Break?

11
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POLICE LOG

WEATHER

.

BY SHARON BLEAKNEY

poltCt Ug reporter

An unknown person removed a bike
from Logan Hall between Oc$ 17 at
8 a.m. and Oct 20 at 5 07 p.m
In other matters, campus
the following

report

High

"^Harassment
Driving Under the Influence
' iKlMU student reported receiving
,
Non-student Michael C F ragale>43,.of ' Mrassmg phone calls in Dingledine
Fort Defiance, was arrested and
Hall Oct. 21 at 6:20 p m. The incident
charged with driving under the influis under investigation
ence and refusal at University
Boulevard Oct 18 at 12:41 «Tm
v
Number of drunk in public charges

Low
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All things literary
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Property Damage

LOG

Dukes go marching on

Showers

A JMU student reported damage to the
back driver's side fender of their vehicle in the parking deck Oct. 8 between
12:15 and 1:45 p.m.

14
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14

Crossword and Horoscope
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Ryan Shean feature
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Football vs Richmond
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Football preview
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Who should start at QB?
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Volleyball

23

Picks of the week
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How to place a classified: Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Cost: $3.00 for the first 10 words, $2 for each
additional 10 words: boxed classified, $10
per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon
Tuesday for Thursday issue.
Classifieds musl be paid in advance in The
Breeze offce

$16.95

Expires 11-07-02

•Alignment
'Brakes
•Batteries
'Shocks
•Mufflers
•State Inspections

r,Oil

Change

E Market St At Furnace Rd
Next lo Papa John's Pizza

JO
M E Wolte SI
Beside Kline i

Hownfown: 433-3017

i

Buy One Combo Meal.

i
'

Get Second
Half Off!
Eg*. 1107 02

Af*X> t*fc TW

Call me. I can help.

442-7878
Buy One Cone or Cup
& Get One Free!
Jlavorofthe
Week:

Mint cMate cfep

(Waffle Cones .50 Extra)
1 Coupon Per Person Expires 11-07-02 H'Burg Store Only
58 E. Wolfe St., Harrisonburg

Law Office of Richard G. Morgan
Visa and MasterCard accepted

NO MORE HASSLES!

THURSDAY, OCT.

conference comes to JMU
Communication sciences
conference brings
speakers, workshops in
many specialties.

NEWS
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"People continue to be
exiled in the modern era.'
JOHN

Bullets leave unique marks
BY CHRISTIAN DAVENPORT

The Washington Post
When it hit him, the -223<aliber bullet was moving about
2,000 mph, and as it entered his
body itsplinterod.Shardsoflead
tore through his intestines and
stomach, severed his pancreas
and grazed one of his kidneys.
The biggest fragment ricocheted
upward and stopped in hischest.
As the unidentified man,
shot Saturday night outside a
Ponderosa
restaurant
in
Ashland, was rushed to a hospital in nearby Richmond, bullet
fragments were scattered inside
his torso like tiny pieces of confetti. That meant, as an emergency room nurse at the hospital put it, "his body was considered a crime scene."
So, as doctors worked to save
the man's life, they knew that any
bullet fragments they removed
from his body would be important to law enforcement officials
investigating the shooting
Finally on Sunday night, dur
ing the victim's second surgery,
doctors removed a small chunk
of lead, placed it in a specimen jar
and gave it to law enfoniTTn-nr
officials waiting at the hospital.
The fragment was rushed to
the national ballistics laboratory
in Rockville, Md., run by the
Federal Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms. There, it
was compared with bullets or
fragments from a dozen shooting incidents attributed since
Oct. 2 to a deadly sniper roaming the Washington region.
Monday afternoon, authorii announced what many people had suspected: The man outside the Ponderosa had been
shot by the sniper.
The 12 previous shooting
incidents — in Montgomery,
Md., Prince Cieorge's County,
Md., Spotsylvania County,
Prince William County, and
Fairfax County, and in the
District were highly similar. In

each incident, a single rifle shot
was fired from a distance. In one
case, a bullet whizzed through a
store, injuring no one. In the 11
others, nine people were slain
and two wounded, all apparently at random, whik' going about
ordinary activities.
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Those minor scratches
that are placed on the
bullet... is what makes it
uniquely identifiable to
the weapon that fired it.
— Susan NarMMin
forensic* lab director.
Phoenix Police Depanmenl
Tuesday morning a county
bus driver was shot and killed
while standing on the steps of
his bus in the Aspen Hill area of
Montgomery County, Md.
Montgomery County Police
Capt. Nancy Demmesaid police
are investigating the shooting
).. i-.»is related" to the string of
sniper attacks that has killed
nine people and injured three
since Oct. 2. If the shooting is
related to the sniper attacks, it
would bring the count to 14 shot
and 10 slain.
With no solid witnesses, the
bullets and fragments recovered
fmm the victims and the store
have composed the bulk of the
investigators' hard evidence
and allowed them to connect
the shootings to the same rifle.
Including the Ashland case,
ballistics matches were made in
all but two of the attacks in which
people have been shot. In the
other cases, the bullets were too
damaged to be accurately tested.
Those links have been provided not by law enforcement investigators pounding the pavement
in search of the gunman, but by

highly trained technicians in lab
coats more accustomed to looking through a microscope's lens
than a rifle's sights.
When magnified more than
100 times, unique scratches left
(xi a bullet by the weapon it was
fired from can be measured to
the thousandths of an inch.
The inside of a gun barrel is
lined with twisting grooves
designed to put a spin on bullets, much like a quarterback
spirals a football for accuracy.
As the bullet squeezes through
the barrel, the grooves leave
unique marks in the lead, some
of them invisible to the eye.
"Those minor scratches that
arc placed on the bullet as it
travels down the barrel is what
makes it uniquely identifiable to
the weapon that fired it," said
Susan Narveson, director of the
forensics lab of the Phoenix
Police Department and the president of the American Society of
Crime Lab Directors.
Once the bullet fragment is
turned over to a ballistics lab,
technicians enter a digital image
of the tiny markings into a computer database called the
National Integrated Ballistic
Information Network. The computer then spits out likely
matches, which examiners further study under a microscope.
The technology, also called
"ballistics fingerprinting," is
used by the ATF and 160 crime
laboratories across the country.
The technology has its
detractors. The National Rifle
Association, which has fought
efforts to compile a national
database of ballistics fingerprints from newly manufactured guns, has argued that
grooves in the barrels of
weapons change over time and
can be easily altered.
But the ATF lists "success
stories" on its Web site detailing arrests that were made
because of ballistics matches.

Making a Match
Ballistics evidence has linked ihe bullet fmm Saturday's shooting
in Ashland to the sniper shootings thai had already left nine dead
and two wounded No two firearms, even those of the same make
and model, will produce exactly the same marks on fired bullets
and cartridge cases. What experts look for to make ballistics
matches between crime scenes:

All casss Involving flrsarms ktanWcaNon Mart with Identifying
Inssntlonsl designs that would be common to a particular group
of weapons, such as caliber and rifling pattern.

A. DOYLE, JR.
lawyer

Meeting
discusses
effects of
exile on
humanity
BY COLLBBN SCHORN

contributing writer

The academic conference
"Living in Exile" will be held
today and tomorrow at 7 p.m. in
Cartridges and cartridge ceess: Examined tor similar
the College Center's Highlands
markings made when the bullet is llred, called breach marks,
Room to remember the 700th
firing pin impressions, extractor marks and ejector marks.
anniversary of the political exile
of Dante from Florence, Italy.
RrfKng patterns: Rifling is the set of spiral Rifling. M«I Inaids
With over 60 participants
cust lengthwise down the barrel to a
from universities in the United
• gun bftmt
firearm that Impart spin to the bullets that
States and Europe, the conference was organized by the
pass through it to increase their accuracy.
department of foreign lanThe individual lands and grooves (peaks
guages and literatures.
and valleys) are measureable to
The idea was proposed by
thousands of an Inch.
assistant professor of Italian
Guiliana Fazzion to remember the extradition of the
When class characteristics are similar, an attempt Is made to
Italian poet and author of
find a "match* in individual characteristics, those that are
"The Divine Comedy"
unique to that particular weapons.
"This made me think that
'exile' is as old as the world —
Adam and Eve were the first to
be thrown out of Eden — but
WRhki the rifling impressions on a bullet
unfortunately it has never
can be microscopic scratches that
BulM wtlh rifling
died," Fazzion explained.
resemble a bar code. These striallons
John A. Doyle Jr. will be the
have the potential to be consistently
keynote speaker for the event
reproduced on every bullet that passes
In his session, he will summadown Ihe barrel of that particular weapon.
rize the theme of the conference
in general terms. As a lawyer
Marks from corrosion and wear and tear
practicing immigration law
MicrOKOpIc
throughout the country, Doyle
on the gun can also be imprinted on a
.trillion! In.10.
will "address the legal and psybullet when it travels through the barrel
■ land's
chological difficulties" he has
knpr—Ion
Finding the match
had to confront.
"People continue to be exiled
When all the data has been collected
in the modem era," Doyle said.
from the bullet or bullet fragment, the
"Some must flee persecution on
characteristics are compared against a
account of their race, religion,
searchable database of known rifling
nationality, membership in a
data to help narrow the possibilities and
particular social group or politilook for links to other crimes.
cal opinion." A person who
GRAPHIC (til nil >.■. c II 7V tttiift!nim»i p.™ "can document a credible fear of
persecution based upon one of
these grounds" is eligible for
political asylum in the (United
States), but if tlie applicant cannot prove that their government
abused them, they will be
returned to their country.
"I do not do asylums on a
full-time basis," Doyle said.
"However, when working this
get in and provide blood as than 3,000 feet per second, more closely with people who have
fast as they lose it, we can fix than twice as fast as rounds shot been through so much, you canthem. But if we can't, they by handguns used in most not help but connect with them."
can't survive."
street violence. It is the bullet's
Dr. Thomas M. Scalea, velocity — its size — that makes
physician in chief at the the weapon so deadly.
his made me think
Maryland
Shock Trauma
When the bullet hits strucCenter, said whether a patient tures inside the body, it tends
that 'exile'is as old
lives or dies depends on where to wobble or tumble end over
— and how many times — a end. Its energy is dispersed
as the world...
person is shot, how well the outward, so the bullet destroys
— Guiliana Fazzion
person's body responds to the not just tissue directly in its
assislanl professor of Italian
injury and how quickly he or path but also in a widening
she gets medical treatment.
/one around it. It also creates a
"It's a function of anatomy, vacuum in its wake that
Doyk? expressed ;*'
his concern
physiology and medical care," destroys tissue.
for the immigration policy
he said.
"The energy actually creates becoming more restrictive after
"Being shot in the head is a cavity around the (bullet's) Sept 11, 2001. "In their zeal to
probably the mi>st lethal. Being track," said Dr. Steven Johnson, refine the policy, hopefully our
shot in the torso - the chest or a Shock Trauma surgeon. legislators and immigration offithe abdomen — is probably "That's one reason why typi- cials will not erect iasurmountnext most lethal. Being shot in cally the entrance hole is small- able barriers for people with
the neck probably come*- in er than the exit " Those sniper legitimate claims for asylum."
around No. 3," Scalea said.
victims who survived their Doyk- said he hopes to use what
The .223 rounds dtltvtnd by
he learns at the conference to
WIPER, page 4
the sniper's rifle can travel DIOR
help his asylum applicants.
Doyle said his lecture will
include examples from several
Nobel literature laureates who
have been exiled or imprisoned
due to their writings or political beliefs.
Harry Dunstan, an opera
and University of Virginia profes- so that both parties have a com- tenor who has sung with opera
sor I \h Hildebrand
plete understanding of new the- companies in the United States
Another discussion for speech ories and technologies in . linical and Europe, will participate in
pathologists, "Communication communication sciences to best the "Exik' in the World of MUSK
1
(iphons for the Severely Hearing serve their clientek ."
conference session. Former JMU
Overall, the cimference was a music faculty member Sonya
Impaired," was directed by JMU
professor Bronda Seal and UVa. success for students and faculty Baker also will be singing.
professor Anne DeMicheUe.
alike. "I enjoyed the conferA lectunMli'miwvsrratiin based
Faculty and professionals in ence," Cowan said. "As a stu- on a dance concert performed at
the field also contributed to the dent, a lot of the material went JMU in the spring of 2002 will be
conference with presentations over my head, but it served to performed by five JMU students
on
"Newborn
Hearing show how much 1 have to team and dance professor Cynthia
Screening," "Practical Tips for I'm excited about entering such Thompson. Their performance,
Working with Children with a dynamic and evolving field."
"Exik' in the VaHey," was choreoFaculty members said the graphed after interviews with
Autism" and Voice Therapy
Techniques," according to an conference was a great way to lixral immigrants of Mexican,
(Vt. 14 pre>s release trom the bring alumni to JMU. "The con- Kurdish, Iraqi, Vietnamese and
communication sciences and ference brings alumni back to Russian origins were conducted,
disorders department.
campus so that we can show according to a JMU press release
Terri Cowan, a An) war them the new facilities m tin the conference.
audiology student working ISAT," Runyan said during the
A special bus route will
towanl IMT doctorate, attended conference's continental break- run between the Wilson Hall
the event "We discuss the cut- fast Saturday. "We get to cele- parking lot and the College
ting edge innovations in audiolo- brate the success of JMU's pro- Center 30 minutes before each
gram as well as that of the field. group ot sessions
gy," Cowan said.
"It is crucial that current prac- Plus, it's great to see students
Further information on the
tirkmersand students in audiulo- from 20 to 25 years ago with .ontcrence can be found at
umnti.imu «iiu/»iir/»jm>/<*riiV
ev can interact at the conference their families

Sniper's aim impeccable, deadly

Location of shooting wounds has given victims little chance
BY JONATHAN BOR AND
ERIKA NBIDOWSK

The Baltimore Sun
Struck in critical locations by
a single bullet trawling .it supersonic speed, few of the sniper's
victims ever had a chance.
Three of the 12 confirmed targets were struck in the head, and
all three died. Trauma doctors
say they cannot imagine anyone
surviving such an injury, which
would immediately shut down
all neurological activity.
Most of the others who died
in the shooting spree were
struck in the chest, back or
upper abdomen, where a highspeed bullet tan rip through the
heart or major blood vessels. In
such UurtHi victims lend to
lose blood faster than doctors
can replace it — if they can get
to a doctor at all.
"The sniper has used only
one bullet on every person
that he's shot, but some of

these were instantly fatal and
there would have been no
hope for any intervening
care," said Dr. Tom Lyons,
medical director of the emcrgency room at Bowie Health
Center in Maryland, where
one of three victims who survived was initially treated.
"If you're shot in the heart,
with rare exception, that's going
to be immediately fatal. Same as
if you've been shot in the brain."
Doctors refused to release
details of the injury that killed
Ccxirad Jt>hnson, the 35-year-old
bus driver who was shot
Tuesday in the Aspen Hill section of Montgomery County,
Md. He was rushed to Suburban
Hospital, where he died despite
surgeons' efforts. A police
spokeswoman w(»uld only say
that he was shot in the upper
abdomen, just beneath the ribs.
If that was indeed the case.

the bullet could have struck
the liver, an organ filled with
blood vessels, the inferior vena
cava or aorta — two large vessels that carry blood in and out
of the heart,
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If you're shot in the
heart... that's going to
be immediately fatal.
—Tom Lyons
emergency room medical director,
Bowie Health Ccnler. Md.

??
"Any of those would have
caused massive blood loss,"
said Dr. Kerry Powell, an
emergency physician at the
Johns Hopkins Bayview
Medical Center. "If we can

JMU hosts speech conference
BY KATIE FHRGUSON

contributing writer

II \S ACKKRMAN/
,,>funhuimx iitutntniphrr

Audtotogy doctorate student*
Shanon Sears (left) and Kelly
Cllngenpeel volunteer at the
third annual communication
sciences conference laet
Friday and Saturday.

The College Center played
host to the third annual
'Innovations
in
Clinical
Communication Sciences" conference
last
Friday and
Saturday Speech pathologist*
and audiologists from JMU,
other Virginia universities and
various clinical communication
sciences agencies from around
the country attended the conference to discuss new innovations
and issues in the field of communication sciences.
The event, which was coordinated by Roger A. Ruth, a
communication sciences and
disorders professor at JMU,
drew approximately 150 participants, including students, faculty and eight exhibitors,
according to t harles Runyan,
speech-language pathology
professor and one of thi- speakers at the conference.
"The significance of this con-

ference is that it addresses a
wide range of audiotogy and
speech-language
pathology
areas
areas in which most it
not all, of the participants are
connected through research,
teaching or both," Runyan said.

-6 4-

I'm excited about
entering such a
dynamic and
evolving field.
—Terri Cowan
audiology siudenl

59
Some of the discussions
included round table discussions
such as one for audiologists:
"APD: Where We Have Been,
Where We Are, Where We Are
Gwitf." directed bv Garv Paillow

ht
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Awareness Sniper's sure shot
of illegal challenges physicians
interview
questions
heightened
SNIFBM IfomfNgcJ

BY CAROL KLEIMAN

Chicago Tribune
Job applicants often decide not
to challenge potential employers
who ask illegal questions But that
may be shortsighted.
"It's important to be aware
(of illegal questions) because if
you do not get a job and certain questions were asked, that
should alert you to the possibility the decision not to hire
you was motivated by unlawful reasons," said John C.
O'Connor, an employment
lawyer with Hubbard &
O'Connor in Chicago.
And there's another problem, the lawyer warns: "Even
if you do get hired, improper
questions may be a warning of
things to come — an indication that the employer will
discriminate
against
you
down the line."
O'Connor, who has practiced employment law for a
decade, says it is "important
for you to know which hiring
questions are legal. You may
want to think twice about
working for an employer
who is preoccupied with
such things as your age, past
history with workers' compensation, disabilities or
family plans."
Some questions, he noted,
"aren't illegal per se but suggest an improper motive on
the part of the employer. For
instance, it is not illegal to
ask if you plan to have children, but it is illegal to refuse
to hire someone on the basis
of pregnancy.

iniurifs appear tO have been
struck below the heart, .iw.n
from mafOf MUTCH ■». blood.
I hou^h doctors rvle.wil
few details about .i 13-year old
woman who was shot III the
back while loading i
into her car outside a shopping
center in Spotsylvania County,
the two other BUIVtvOfB Suffered
similarabdomin.il inlurlai
V\h,it was involved were
the stomach, the pancre.is and
the spleen. They were hit below
the level of the heart, slightly
off the center of the body,"
Johnson said
The 13-year-old boy Initially
treated bv I vons, shot moments

.liter his aunt dropped him off

at the Benjamin baker Middle

School in Bowie, Md. was
Btfudt in the upper-left side of
his abdomen
The bullet, exploding inside
his body, damaged his stom.wh diaphragm, liver, spleen
and pancreas.
Surgeons at Children's
Hospital
in
Washington
removed his spleen, patched
up his stomach and other
Organa and supplied signiti
cant quantities of blood to
replace what the boy had lost.
But the bullet missed his
heart and
major vessels
where it could have proved
instantly lethal.

What better way to
spend your day?
Write for Breeze news.
Call Kyra, David and Khalil at X8-6699.
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Employers and job
candidates alike should
be familiar with the dos
and don 'ts of interview
questions.

TIP: Bragging rights aren't given, they're earned.

-W.Matthew Groh
labor aiomey. Meyer. SWBJ,
r-nrli-h & Klein in Mi'neola. NY.

-** —
"However, the question itself
tells you a lot, and I'd have serious concerns about employers
who ask it. It may not be worth
it (lo work for them)."
Most federal anti-discrimination laws "that broadly proTtect employees ... are under
Title VII of the U.S. Civil Rights
Act," said Barbara Kate Repa,
attorney and author of "Your
Rights in the Workplace"
(Nolo, $29.95).
"Under Title VII, employers
may not use race, skin color,
gender, religious beliefs or
nitnii.il origins as the basis for
decisions on hiring "
Other laws give protection against discrimination
in hiring because of age or
disabilities. There also are
state and local anti-discrimijiation regulations.
"Employers and job candidates alike should be familiar
with the dos and don'ts of interview
questions," said
W.
Matthew Croh, a labor attorney
at Meyer, Suozzi, English &
Klein in Mineola, NY
According to Groh, "It is
acceptable for a prospective
employer to ask about your
name, address and Social
Security number. Age questions, however, are limited to
whether you are 18 or older —
not your actual age."
Hiring officers, Groh says,
may legally ask you about
your residency status, the
name of your present employer, your education, militaryservice
history,
former
employers and reason for leaving your previous job.
"But employers are prohibited
from
requiring preemployment medical exams or
asking
about
disabilities,
except in limited circumstances," he said.
If you are asked forbidden
questions, Groh advises, "give
a polite but firm response and
try to steer the conversation to
a more acceptable area."
And, if you feel that you are
being discriminated against,
contact an employment lawyer
or the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission.

FACT: You'll need stuff.

HOMECOMING
MADNESS
WE GOT IT!
Sweatshirts, t-shirts, hats,
and all your Game Day needs!
4* JAMES
-WMADISON

UNIVERSITY.

BOOKSTORE
Warren (-ampin Canter • ph:(504) 568 6121

Visit us at efollett.com
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SGA supports
tuition increase

KM, Immpagel

want a tuition increase. "Of
course students are going to
choose faculty the way the questions were worded; however,
I've talked to plenty o( people
that are worried if tuition is
raised they are not sure they will
be able to stay at |MU. I was
concerned for those students."

-46—
The only thing we can
do is to fight for the
lowest possible
tuition raise.
— David Crain
College of Am 4 Utters senator

55
Of the senators in support of
the bill, many said despite their
own personal beliefs, their
hands were tied because the

Breeze
open
house
The Breeze welcomes all alumni
and students to
come learn more
about what we do!
Saturday: 10 a.m.
through 1 p.m.
Breeze office,
Anthony-Seeger
Hall, basement

S(j-j\student Body Poll
In a survey of 625 in-state and 349 out-of-state students,
the results are as follows.

polls showed that the majority
of the student body was in favor
of the increase. Senior Arts &
Letters David Crain, a senior,
said, "The only thing we can do
is to fifcht for the lowest possible
tuition raise."
In response to Porter's argument that some students would
no* be served by passing this resolution. Arts & Letters Senator
Brandon Durflinger, a senior,
said, "Many times as student
leaders we like to act on behalf of
the students, sometimes even
missing the first step of asking
the students. It is very important
that we understand on this issue
the students have spoken. I am
standing with 900 students. How
many are you standing with?"
After nearly 30 minutes of
debate, the resolution passed 64
to 5 with 2 abstaining.
SGA President Levar Stoney
said he will present the bill supporting a $150 midyear tuition
increase, but not a $300 increase,
at the Board of Visitors meeting
tomorrow.

L) Art you willing to pay additional tuition to
avoid the lots of faculty and staff?
m.HB.t

Out-of-state students

2.) Who should pay more of the tuition increase,
in-state or out-of-state students?
» Out .1 .1.1.
itatfWltS
SJ%l*tk

In-state responses

Out-of-state responses

Information based on figures submitted by
the Academic Affairs Committee.
SARAH STANrrZ/popbrl rdltor

Expo illuminates PT careers
EXPO, from page!

gram, she expressed a high
regard for )MU's anatomy
education.
"[Physical therapy is| still a
place where you can work with
people and make their lives
better," said Mary Ellen
Riordan, assistant clinical professor at Duke University. "It's
an exciting time of growth,
change and respect for physical
therapy." While most schools
offer a master's degree in physical therapy, the American
Physical Therapy Association
hopes that all physical therapists will hold doctorate
degrees by 2020, completing
the APTA's "Perfect Vision," or
"20/20 Vision."
Junior Hunter Woodard
said, "One advantage to the PT
expo was that 1 could talk with a
representative from [a] specific
[schoolj and they could inform
me of what their particular pre-

requisites are and what 1 need to
be doing from now until [when]
I apply to their school."

-64
The physical therapy
expo gave me a lot of
information that I didn 't
know before.
— Jan Hart
sofAomore

95
Jeff Konin, professor in the
athletic training department
and the coordinator of the
event, said he was pleased
with how smoothly the expo
went. "1 thought it was excel-

lent," Konin said. "[The students) realized that there are
certain characteristics that
[admissions representatives!
are looking at, (such as] a regular human side. They were
well prepared as a group."
Sophomore Jan Hart said,
"The physical therapy expo
gave me a lot of information
that I didn't know before."
Alma Merians, of the
University of Medicine and
Dentistry of New Jersey, added
that JMU students were "friendly and very outgoing [and]
directed in that they know
exactly what they want."
Ray Patterson of Chatham
College said, "My impression
could not be any more positive. The information regarding the meeting was complete,
the arrangements were all
complete and the students
were very well prepared for
the event."
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Students share views
on war with Iraq
STUDENTS, from page 1

needs to continue to be an
active member of the U.N.
Security Council instead of acting unilaterally."
The College Democrats are
divided on the topic of going to
war, according to junior Lynette
Diaz, College Democrats president. "I (personally) disagree
with the war on Iraq because I
think it is too soon for the
[United States) to react militarily," Diaz said. "I believe Sept. 11
(2001) was a hate crime on
America and the [United States)
going to fight Iraq, who so far
has not committed anything
against us, would merely be
perpetuating more hate" Diaz
said President George W. Bush
conveniently has passed the
recent resolution on Iraq right
before an election and in doing
that has replaced domestic policy with a war
Some students said war is
never the answer. "War leads to
the death of people on both sides
including innocent civilians,"
freshman Sage Lipkin said.
Some students said America
can't go after Hussein without
multilateral support. "I feel the
United States should not go to
war with Iraq because right now
we would probably not have the
support of the United Nations as
well as other allied nations,"
freshman Jennifer Desrosiers
said. "We do not know Iraq's full
capabilities, and by storming
into Iraq we may underestimate
their full force and suffer the
consequences."
Some students said they
question Bush's motives. "I feel
that there really isn't a lot of
merit in the [United States) going
on an offensive attack when we
haven't been directly attacked
first,"
freshman
Daniel
McCarthy said. "This leads me
to believe Bush is merely using
this war as a means to advance
himself politically."
According to freshman
Jimmy Lawlor, "By entering a
war with Iraq we have two possible outcomes: Either we find
nuclear weapons and that's the
end of it, or we don't find these
weapons and Bush's true
motives of a personal vendetta
with Saddam are revealed."

Pointing out that Saddam
Hussein is a corrupt dictator,
some students said that going to
war with Iraq is necessary and
justified by past events. "1 think
that we have the right to help
get Saddam out of Iraq, whether
it's militarily or not," sopho
more Matt Tremonte said.
According to
freshman
Andrea C aso, "In Iraq there exists
a very powerful leader who is a
danger to his country and our
country. I think America should
go to war with Iraq in order to
defend the innocent people of the
region as well as the world
against the evils of Saddam."
Sophomore Matt Gray, secretary of the College Republicans,
said the International Institution
for Strategic Study had record of
Saddam Hussein having nuclear
and biological weapons. Gray
said Iraq has violated the Gulf
War Agreement and also U.N.
Resolutions on repeated occasions. "Iraq has been working on
chemical and germ warfare and
is capable of endangering
[America) as well as our allies in
the Middle East, including the
state of Israel."
Gray
added,
"Saddam
Hussein is a dangerous man and
a vicious dictator who has killed
many of his own people."
According to junior Teddy
Wheeler, "Saddam is a horrible
man who has done some horrible things to his people and even
his own family and he must be
punished tor his actions.''
Some students said Iraq
can't get away with rejecting
U.N. weapons inspectors. "The
[United Nations) has been in
Ir.iq many times to check the
progress of their nuclear -iml
chemical disarmament and
never can fulfill that task," junior Michelle Vaz said "I think
we should go through whatever
means necessary to destroy all
possible nuclear weapons."
According to freshman Joe
Sorrentino, "Saddam is taking
advantage of the world -in.I
must be stopped. His mis^il<'
program is a threat to democracy and the future of our countrv.
The [United Statesl should
remove Saddam and his nuclear
weapons with the least amount
of casualties as possible."

In real estate the 3 words are LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION,
but in TATTOOS & PIERCING there is only 1 word:

REPUTATION,
and that is what the staff of Painted Lady Tattoo &
Piercing have established in the last 5 years!

DELIVERY THROUGH DINNER TO GO

438-9993

FLEX ACCEPTED

"Memories of Glory Days and Glimpses of
Good Times Yet to Come cover our walls."

A REPUTATION for clean work in a professional,
sterile environment at a fair price.
A REPUTATION for a friendly, experienced, and
knowledgeable staff.
A REPUTATION for stability-while other shops
have come and gone, Painted Lady has stood the
test of time.
REPUTATION-there is NO SUBSTITUTE!

Come get your
eat on at
Spanky'sfbr
Homecoming*
Apart ofJ11U
for over 25 years*

{Painted £*&) tattoo
200
X)

fSoutn J^AVL.
<^+a\\Lionb\x\q
433-5612

Call for monthly Anniversary Specials

Overstuffed Sandwiches, Awesome Appetizers,
Righteous Wraps, Delicious Desserts, and More!
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Biology profs speak about flora
BIOLOGY, from page 1

MAUREEN MKCLUHlamlnbuliAi! i*.*otmph,r
The DukettM showed their support for the bond Issue during "Rally for the Valley" Tuesday on the College Center
Held. U.S. Sen. George AHen and Virginia Attorney General
Jerry Kilgore were the event's main speakers.

published a book in 1743 called
"Flora Virginia."
In reference to the Flora of
Virginia Project, Renfroe said
the floras of West Virginia,
Maryland and North Carolina
help some, but all lack critical
components to make them
accessible to Virginia's botanical community and aspiring
botanists. The lack of a "flora"
is a particularly difficult problem for anyone interested in
learning botany and specifically about Virginia plants,
Renfroe said.
According
to
Renfroe,
"Amateur botanists and home
gardeners need a tool to identify
plants and see some illustrations
of the species they an? working
with." With no definitive source
to turn to, Renfroe said many
aspiring amateur botanists are

discouraged,
curbing
the
growth in knowledge about
Virginia's envimnment. A modem, accessible flora will i rc.ih' ,i
greater interest in plant life.
Jennifer Clevinger. assistant
professor of biology, curator of
the JMU herbarium and the
educational coordinator of the
Edith J. Carrier Arboretum,
along with other JMU biology
students, contributes to this
project by identifying plants in
the fields of the Arboretum,
George Washington National
Forest and many other Brids.
"They will be providing the
keys of the different species to
the advisory board members,
and we in turn will go out in
the field and test them,"
Clevinger said.
One aspect of the flora project is the plant press. Assistant
Professor of biology Conley

McMullen presently is updating
the flora of Rockingham County.
According to McMullen, during
his graduate studies, he discovered 1,095 species for the county
within 125 different families of
vascular plants, which have specialized tissues. According to
McMullen, each new plant carefully is placed between two
pieces of cardboard and newspapers and dried for abc ut three
days. This makes a nice collection of new species which eventually will be used to modernize
Virginia's flora, McMullen said.
The Foundation of the Flora
of Virginia Project, Inc., a nonprofit, volunteer-based organization, is working on a very
strict schedule, according to
Renfroe. The study will be
published by 2007 with the
help of the project's executive
director
and
co-author

Christopher Ludwig, along
with other coauthor Alan
Weakly, and a 49-member technical writing advisory board
which includes many of the
premiere botanists in Virginia,
according to Clevinger.
According to Renfroe, "Flora
of Virginia" will be available in
book format, accompanied by a
Web site which will include specific county maps for certain
plant species and regularly will
be updated. The "Flora of
Virginia" book will include the
legacy of more than three centuries of Virginia's botanists into
a modem work. A CD version
complementing the publication
also will be available for students that will enhance its utility through colored illustrations,
according to the flora's Web site
lentn.flVr.stofc.Ki.us/ifn/iAM/loraJif
mllprojtct.

JMU to celebrate Homecoming with weekend events
JMV. from page I

said Wilson Hall is completely
sold out and nearly 100 percent
of the tickets are held by either
alumni or current JMU students.
"I can't remember when
there's been more excitement
among the alumni about
Homecoming, and I think that a
great deal of that excitement can
be attributed to the Vassar
show," Thompson said.
The commons also will be
a place where JMU students
and
faculty
can
catch
Homecoming spirit. Today,
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m..
Carnival Day on the commons
will have free games, food,
prizes and giveaways for anyone interested. Random outbursts of the JMU fight song
also will be broadcast, according to umnv.jmu.edu/homecoming/thursdau.html.
Another annual event, but
with a different spin this year in
the form of a unique host, takes
place tonight at 8 p.m. JMU's
annual Talent Jam will be hosted by "Miss Virginia 2002"
Jennifer Pitts, with the doors of

Wilson Hall Auditorium opening an hour before the competition.
Sponsored
by
the
University Program Board, the
Talent Jam pits student enter
tainers against each other, vying
for prizes. Call x8-6217 for more
details; admission is free.
A new addition to this
year's lineup comes in the
form of an extreme flying simulation. UPB will host "Xtreme Air" tomorrow from 11
a.m. to 5 p.m. on Hanson field.
The sky diver will levitate in
mid air at gusts of 150 miles
per hour from a powerful DC3 jet engine, according to the
JMU
Alumni
homepage.
Admission is free; contact junior UPB member Gabriela
Revilla at x8-7822 or revillgn or
go to http://upb.jmu.tdu for
more information.
As with every Homecoming,
school spirit will be the underlying theme in the weekend's
events. In order to boost spirit for
Homecoming weekend, tomornnv is "Purple and Gold Day,"
which gets underway at 5 p.m.
with a parade through campus.

JMU student organizations will
display decorated floats and
other vehicles starting at Hanson
Hall and continuing on Carrier
.ind Bluestone Drives.
"The parade is always exciting — talk about a way to hype
everyone up for the (football)
game," senior Student Spirit
Committee member Ryan
Chrisman said. "Organizations
■hvayi put so much effort into
their floats."
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/ can't remember when
there's been more
excitement among
the alumni...
— Justin Thompson
director. Alumni Rclalions

—*9
Saturday, the culmination
of Homecoming week, is
chock-full of events around

campus. Early risers can participate in the Dukes 5K Fun
Run/Walk at 9 a.m., sponsored by UREC. Registration
for this seventh-year event
costs $12 in advance or $15 on
race day and starts at UREC.
From 10 a.m. to noon in
Huffman Hall, the Office of
Residence Life is sponsoring a
free continental breakfast for
anyone who worked for ORL
during their years at JMU.
Sponsored by the Office of
Alumni Relations, Saturday's
annual pregame Godwin
Field Festival commences .it
11:30 a.m. and continues until
2:30 p.m. This year's festiv.il
features live entertainment,
roving artists, games and
lunch to get fans excited
about the afternoon football
game. JMU battles the 5-2
University of Massachusetts
Minutemen, who squeaked by
Villanova University last
week by one point, at 3 p.m.
in Bridgeforth Stadium.
"I think it will be a competitive game," Chrisman
said. "Hopefully, we'll step

up and fewer mistakes will
make us victorious."
Traditionally one of the more
popular events, "Sunset on the
Quad," took place yesterday
from 5 to 8 p.m., with JMU a
capella groups, other musicians,
cheerleaders and dancers performing. Q101-FM deejay
Jesyca Forrest, who also served
as emcee of Madison Madness
Oct. 11, hosted the event.
"I find it exciting to hang out
with my friends and enjoy
'Sunset on the Quad' while getting ready for Homecoming
weekend,"
junior
Laura
Carleton said.
This year's Homecoming
committee
is
providing
incentive points and prizes
for student groups whose
members participate in the
most events. Prizes include a
climbing wall session at
UREC and an engraved brick
to be permanently located at
the Leeolou Alumni Center.
Additionally, banners created
by JMU fraternities, sororities, clubs, groups and residence halls are on display on

Godwin Hall all week, with
winners being recognized at
the football game.
As a plethora of events take
place this Homecoming weekend, the JMU community is getting ready to "Put up its Dukes."
"Homecoming is a weekend
for alumni, students and the
JMU community to celebrate
their common thread —
Madison," Thompson said.
"The events throughout the
week, from 'Sunset on the
Quad' to the Phil Vassar concert,
will bring these constituents
together in a way that really
only happens at Homecoming.
"I think it's a great time and
I hope that everyone gets
involved in some way."
Chrisman, co-chair of "Sunset
on the Quad," said, "Seeing
everyone around you get excited
about the events and show their
pride for JMU makes me happy
to be a part of such a fun university and strong tradition."
A complete schedule of
Homecoming events can be
found
by
checking
www.jmu.edu/homecoming.

Pheasant H(un loumhotnes
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Homecoming Step Show
Featuring teams ,rom JMU, VSU, UVA& VATeck
tk

Saturday, October 26
$&*'
8pm/7pm Doors Open
Wilson Hall Auditorium
Purchase Ticket! lo
3>0 in advance
Ihc Slcp Show ai the
Warren Hall Box Office
located on the 3" floor
$10 at the door
of Warren Hall

^©
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Front Door Parking. Beautifully Landscaped Yards
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Co-tpoiKord hy: Mack Student Alliance. Black & Latino Greek Caueui. and the
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Godwin Hall Gymnasium
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Eat In
Kitchen
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Pheasant %un Hownhomes 1=}
Open Monday - Friday 10am-5pm
Call 801-0660, e-mail pheasant@pheasantrun.net,
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle
View a map to our location or take a virtual tour on

i®t©©teOn.com
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"While celebration wholeheartedly is supported, losing sight of
the purpose of festivities is not."

OPINION

M«

HOUSE

house editorial, below
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"Ambrose managed to capture the spirit
of the American experience with particularly tangible and inspiring prose ..."
JONATHAN KELLY

sophomore
see column, page 11

EDITORIAL

Homecoming about those who are coming home
Good idea — Running into
and welcoming back an alumni
Bad idea — Running into
and throwing up on an alumni.
Good idea — Talking to an
alumni about how things have
changed at JMU in recent years.
Bad idea — Talking to an
alumni about how many kegs
you've thrown into Newman
lake in recent years.
Good idea — Marketing
yourself to alumni to potentially get a job.
Bad idea — playing
beer pong with alumni
like it's your job.
Another Homecoming
is upon us, and once
again the weekend will
be filled with the celebration of all that is
JMU. To some, it is an
excuse to get obliterated. Buried in the
jovial
partaking,
these students have
lost sight oj lIK
potential
that
the weekend

Darts
Pats
E-mail darts and pats to brce2edp@hotnuil.com

Pat-

Dart...

Dart.

A "your-mother-obviously-failed-you-andyou-owe-me-$10" dart to the student who found
my JAC card and room key outside Theatre 11
and has made no effort to return it or the dining
dollars you stole to buy a stupid snickers bar
From a ticked off resident who did tier research at
Card Services, had to pay for a new JAC. get her locks
changed and just wants what is hers returned.

Pat..

A "you-aiv-hi'artles.s-ji'rks" dart to the
meat heads I overheard making run of
Special Olympics
From an annoyed junior uMio volunteers
unlh Special Olympics and personally thinks
tlial those athletes are more amazing limn you
will ever be.

Pat...

A "thank-you-for-not-freaking-out" pat to the
guy whose car I hit on Port Republic Road.
From a girl who is glad you put things in perspective and thinks that it really helped the situation.

Dart...

A ' knick-ot-tirtu'" pat to the resident
advisor who opened the front door of his
dorm to save a naked girl in boots.
Sent 01 hi/a girl who was just trying to turn
up Fall Break a hit by streaking the quail until
the, cps showed up.

A "do-we-live-in-student-apartments-ora-retirement-community?" dart to the girls
above us who called the cops at 10:30 p.m.
on Thursday.
Sent in by a resident who is baffled by how liard it
is to come downstairs instead of calling tlie cops.
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todm ptfwringLV 'i is possible
and most beneficial, to have
ulterior motives when socializ-

ing with these Dukes erf yore.
For
the
JMU
alumni.
Homecoming weekend is a time
tt> relax and celebrate their colk*ge years. For the undergrad, it
can be an opportunity to network and make connections to
potential future employment
Honestly, if an employer has
met you in a social situation and
knows you from a more informal atmosphere, it will make
your resume more recognizable
to them down the road. That is,
of course, unless you humiliate
yourself in their presence.
The time is not so far off
when we'll be the alumni coming Kick on this feshvo occasion
to celebrate our purple and gold
days. Most of us would prefer
that our return be a welcoming
one. Amongst our former fellow
students, we II also be eager to
meet the new laces Of the
school. It would be a disappointment toscvlh.it those faces
have no interest in meeting us.
Taking
advantage
of
Homecoming weekend by
establishing connections with
ex-JMUers in the work force
is one of the most productive
uses of the annual festivities.
So enjoy the weekend fellow
Dukes, but don't let alcohol
be the focal point and make
something useful out of it in
the process.

JES OLIVO
BREEZE READER'S VIEW

IMirtx & Pats air submitted arurnvmouslv
and printed on a spare available basis.
Subnu\\ii>n\tin t>,i\ai iti*>n <m, i»t\,>n j
opinion of a given situation, person or event
ami do not neeewanh nfh; i ihe truth

A "work-it" pat to the guy on our floor
who feels comfortable enough in his manhood to strut around in spandex tightiewhihes
Sent in by two of your floormates wiw want
you to know you tiave provided much entertainment for our j a.m. study breaks.

holds.
While
celebration
wholeheartedly is supported,
losing sight of the purpose of
(In- festivities is nut
Homecoming is a celebration of one's school, and students are intended to display
their school spirit. Responsible
drinking can be a part of the
festivities, but it becomes troublesome when it is the focal
point. What once was a dtapb}
of school spirit quickly degenerates into an embarrassing
display of the good time taken
too far. What is needed is a
recognition of our pride in our
school, not another excuse for a
party. The weekend provides
that well enough.
Welcoming back alumni
whom we have not seen in
MOM time is a highlight of any
Homecoming weekend. After
all, it is the namesake of the
annual celebration. While certainly the reunion calls for
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A little quest to
find the big issue
A few weeks ago I knocked
on one of my mommate's doors
and asked if she knew what the
condition was called when prisoners fall in love with their captors. She didn't know, but wondered if this had to do with a
column I was writing. It didn't.
"So what's your column
about?" she asked. "Chap
Stick." She looked at me
blankly for a moment and then
asked. "Why don't you ever
v\ rite about the bigger issues?
The bigger issue. Being addicted to Chap Stick for over 10
years isn't a big issue' I knew
what she meant, but I honestly
never had thought about it, so I
sat down at my computer to
hack it out. Why don't I write
about big issues? And what
ti institutes as a big issue? And
if 1 were to find out what a big
issue was and then I wen to
write about it, would anyone
read it? IXws anyone read what
I write anyway?
At this point the question
mark key on my keyboard
broke and I was forced to start
linking for answers. I began
with trying to think of a socalled big issue that 1 had an
opinion about. The war in
Iraq — that's a huge issue. I
am definitely against war in
Iraq, unless it's going to help
out the people in Iraq, or prevent the United States from
further terrorism or —- oh forget it. The truth is I'm a grossly uninformed member of this
country when it comes to politics and most world events
and even if I tried to have an
opinion on Iraq, I'd probably
end up with the wrong opinion anyway.
Then I thought — the bond
issue. I have an opinion on that.
I started putting a column
together in my head, but no
matter where I took it, it always
ended with me complaining
about being an English major
and having most of my classes
around folding tables or, even
worse, in Kee/ell's old pm>l
when- there are no windows
and the immovable Wring

malGM it impossible to have a
•seminar-based class.

Here mv mind began to
wander in various directions,
none of which lead me any closer to a big issue |ust the woid"big issue" made me think of
the magazine sold bv homeless
people in London. But on..
again, I digress. I could come up
with a million little issues bo
write about but nothing that
seemed worthy of being called a
big issue. (If you're counting tin
number of times I've laid "big
issue ' so t<ir, it s now up to 11.)
This is where the light bulb
appeared above mv head in all
of its luminous glory. (I quk kl\
turned it off — our electricity
bill is high enough as it is.)
Maybe I can just leave the big
issues up |o other people. It's
not like I'm building a portfolio
for my carver path to the Nap
York Times. (Of course, if someone from the Neir York HMM is
Trading and wants a columnist
who writes about important
issut-s like Chap Stick, I am
graduating in May) Maybe, just
maybe I can settle for writing
about the lighter side of life and
maybe be made content by
readers getting a broak from
big issues and a quii k chin kle
out of I small issue It just one
person can read a silly article
about C hap Stick and get a kick
out of it — groat. It that same
person can then go on and
enjoy a front-page article about
budget cuts — that's great too.
The importance of small
issues is by no means a new
idea.
Ihe comedian Jerry
Seinfeld bases his entire act on
little nuances of everyday life
In one routine he talks about
how pharmacists always arc
elevated above the rest of the
store and how this gives them
all the power. {OK, it was funny
when he said it.) Having
worked in a pharmacy all
through high school, I was in
hysterics
during his act.
I vt-rvthing he said was so true
whkh made it hilarious.
see ISSUES, pap il
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Car»bei«-Tan

Do You Know Where We Are?
Cinnamon Bear Bakery & Deli
600 University Blvd. Beside Costco & nTelos
-, Between Sheetz a JMU Arboretum
Mon - Fri 7am - 8pm Sat 7am - 5pm Sun 10am - 5pm

Tan for the rest of the year "2002"
Unlimited for $60
This includes using the high pressure beds
once a week.

No appointments needed due to the volume of beds.

40 Beds
Pay using your JAC card
The Largest Tanning salon in Harrisonburg
Located in the Food l.ion Shopping Center
next to Little Caesar's Pizza

433 - 9989

3L

' Full Coffee Bar
• Chai Latte
• Smoothies
• Homemade Soups & Salads
• Gourment Sandwiches and Wraps!
* DELIVERY AVAILABLE! CALL 438-9993 (Dinner-To-Go) *

OrLyjrar rn-ark. g^t AE±; GO...

qraig-rikirfe^a&o^fe^

Whether you arc looking for an on-campus job, a graduate assistantship or an
internship, UREC has a wide variety of experiences that are bound to meet
your needs and help you achieve your goals.
You can find a place to learn and develop professional skills, to meet new
people, to build your resume, and to grow as a student within a positive,
friendly, and supportive environment.

Job Opportunities:
Recreation Assistants, Site Managers, Officials, Fitness Instructors,
Equipment Center Service Assistants, EMTs, Lifeguards, Aquatic Instructors,
Member Service Assistants, Marketing Assistants, Office Assistants.

Race to UREC! Opportunity is waiting.
i<f>i

For more information call 8-8700, visit the
Welcome Center or our website www.jmu.edu/reaeation

Rockingham Cooperative

Win a Jeep!
(Grand Prize Drawing 12/14/02, No Purchase Necessary,

PEACE CORPS:
How Far Are You Willing to
Go to Make a Difference?

mm

More than 7,000 Peace Corps Volunteers are currently working as
English teachers, health educators, business advisors and more
Get ready to be one ol thorn Apply now and interview (or the
toughest job you'll ever love1
ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 5
Sonner Hall
James Madison University
8:30 am-5:30 pm

Next monthly Drawing November l, 2002 for

$100 Gift Certificate for:
Buck Knives
One winner from each location!

Complete Rules and Registration box
available at all locations.
Register once each day you are in one of the
Rockingham Cooperative stores.

Sponsors:
Rockingham Cooperative
Trti Value
Mossy Oak Apparel
Alpin Binoculars
Bleu Water Company
American Security Safes

Locations:
Harrisonburg
Bridgewater
Elkton
Timberville
Woodstock
Monterey

Sponsors:
Hartman Motors
Cline Energy
Swift Rifle Scopes
Rocky Footwear
Verstandig Broadcasting
Parker Compound Bows

&**»

Apply online at wwwpeacecoips gov l>v November 3.
Then, contact recruiter Jason Kane to schedule an
inlmivow at jkaneOpeacecoips gov or at
(800)424-8580 option 1, ext 1048
%
www.peacecorpa.gov
(800)4248680
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Vou doK-t have
-to unvorap i-t>
unroll i-t> or
voorry "that i-t
can B»reak.
"Depo-Provera is 99.7% e-P-Peetive.
Birth con-trol ^ou -tKink
aeou-t jus-t 4- x a ^ear.
Of course, using condoms is the only way
to protect yourself against HIV/AIDS or other
sexually transmitted diseases, but make sure
you're also as protected as possible against
pregnancy. That's why more women than
ever are choosing Depo-Provera — it's
99.7% effective when administered on
time every 3 months.

periods altogether after a few months and
some may experience a slight weight gain.
You shouldn't use Depo-Provera if you could
be pregnant, if you have had any unexplained
periods, or if you have a history of breast
cancer, blood clots, stroke, or liver disease.
When using Depo-Provera. there may be a
possible decrease in bone density.

Remember. Depo-Provera doesn't protect
you from HIV/AIDS or other sexually
transmitted diseases.

Depo-Provera. One of the best and most
convenient ways to protect yourself from
pregnancy. Ask your health care professional
if prescription Depo-Provera is right for you.
For more info, call toll free 1-866-519-DEPO.

Some women using Depo-Provera experience
side effects. The most common are irregular
periods or spotting. Many women stop having
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Contraceptive Injection
medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension

B>irtK control you -think ae»out jus-t ■+ x a ye.ar.
Please see important product information on adjacent page.
O 2002 Pharmacia Corporation

UX0027965 02
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FROM THE WIRE

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Adopt-A-Street program
benefits entire area
Adopt a street? Well, yes.
CHANGE, an organization 1
belong to and other Ml kt
and civic groups in the community have joined the city's
"Adopt-A-Street" Program.
CHANGESs first official
cleanup of our adopted street.
Old Furnace Road, took place
on the warm, sunny Saturday
morning of Oct. 5. We worked
hard and in a little over two
hours picked up 12 large

Smoke out denounces
hazards of cigarettes
Smoking — that disgusting
habit that we all swear we'll
never pick up. However, some
of us inevitably will become
those hacking chimneys we
were disgusted by in our
youth. For most of us who
light up, our friends who
smoke or perhaps even our
parents encourage this habit.
We see them doing it, they
look fairly hip, and we figure
itprobably will make us Took
sort of cool too. BVsides, we're
young and invincible. No
need to worry about what it's
doing to our bodies.
Wrong. Who are we kidding?
According
to
wumi.thetruth.com, smoking kills
one in three smokers.lt doesn't
discriminate and it takes no

Sniper T-shirts
push the envelope

garbage bags full of recyclables — discarded beer and
soda cans, vodka, bourbon,
water and pop bottles and
trash — styrofoam cups,
paperware, plastic bags,
pizza boxes, an automobile
tailpipe and more. The many
thousands of cigarette butts
that littered Old Furnace
Road we couldn't even begin
to include in our collections.
A vast vacuum cleaner (or
street cleaner) of some M(1 is
going to be necessary to do
the butt-cleaning job.

Cleaning up a street or
road of its litter two times a
year — the program minimum — makes Tor a noble
and satisfying contribution to
the community. It also gradually can change litterers' consciousness as they WHTB
roads and streets shouldn't be
dumping grounds but rather
clean surfaces for safe transEortation. Remember that
roken bottles and sharp cans
on roads and shoulders are
not just unsightly but can
puncture bicycle and car tires

and endanger walkers and
unsuspecting children.
So get your student, faculty or staff group to sign up
now for the "Adopt-A-Street"
program and really make a
difference. Our enthusiastic
city coordinator is Meki
Shifflett
(434-5928
or
mekisQci.harrisonburg.va.us.)
She and the community will
welcome JMU participation
and Harrisonburg will be a betC tor it.

prisoners. Once you are addicted your brain can't even function properly without the nicotine from the cigarettes, and
tobacco companies feed off of
this fact. They don't care about
you or your health. Rather,
they care about their wallets,
and as long as you keep killing
yourself with their product,
they still drive their Lexus
SUVs and live in their million
dollar homes. Seems like a fair
trade huh? You get sick or die
and they live the good life off
of your money that you spent
on tobacco Think people.
These companies aren't
even required by law to list
what they put into the cancer
sticks we put in our mouths.
Scientists now have determined
that at least 599 additives are
being sucked into our lungs
ea.ii time we take a hit
{uwwthetruth.com). Things like

urea thafs also in human urine
and ammonia that's in dog
poop. Yummy! Cigarettes even
contain deadly poisons including arsenic and cyanide. Of
course, there isn't enough of
that in there to kill you, at least
not right away. So go ahead,
keep poisoning yourselves. But
wait, the light ones are better
right? You can smoke just as
long as you smoke those "ultralights" because they aren't quite
as bad for you. This is completely false. These cigarettes
actually are worse for you
because you have to breathe
them in harder and deeper to
get the same effect, so they do
more damage to more of your
lungs. You can't breathe the
strong ones in so deep so they
actually don't poison as much
of your body.
The most alarming fact
about cigarette smoking is that

it kills more people every year
than AIDS, murder, suicide,
fires, alcohol and illegal drugs
combined
according
to
wuiv.thetrulh.com. Think about
that one long and hard. This
body and this life are all we've
got. Don't do something that
you know beforehand
slowly is going to end it all
for you. Take control of your
life and stay healthy. Don't
take your chances and hope
that you'll be the two out of
three that'll make it. Be smart
and choose not to smoke.
Your body will thank you.
For more information or
help with quitting smoking
come join us at the JMU Smoke
Out, Oct. 28 through 30. Were
your classmates and your
friends and we want to help
vou help yourself.
Emily Otl
CEO, JMU Smoke Out

Robert Bersson
professor of art and art history

The recent sniper attacks
have paralyzed most of
Virginia and Maryland. Schools
have shaded windows and
people have been instructed to
walk in a zigzag pattern in
order to avoid a sniper attack
Such precautions should display the fear in which these
people are living and the grief
their families are enduring.
In times of such somberness and high alert it seems
strange to try to turn a profit
on fear, however many have
been doing just that. Gas station owners are hiking up
prices for "Pump Angels,"
who come out, greet you at the
pump and fill your tank for
you. Some owners have put up
blue tarps in hopes of detouring the sniper from having a
clear shot at their stores and
subsequent customers.
There doesn't appear to be
anything wrong with making a
dollar on the fear and restlessness of anxious citizens. After
all there wasn't much said
about the enormous amount of
flags and bumper stickers sold
following the events of Sept. 11,
2001. Wal-Mart was sold out of
flags, red-white-and-blue ribbons and even candles after the
attacks on the World Trade
Center. Nevertheless, this is
America, where everything has
a potential price.
But wc believe that the
newest of the disaster-profiting

gimmicks, steps over the line.
As a take off on the slogan.
"Virginia is for Lovers," a new
shirt is being printed with the
slogan " is for Snipers" on the
front. There is another one produced by Hell's T-shirts which
says, "I went to Washington
D.C. and all 1 got was this
lousy shirt," which has a bullet
hole through it and now reads,
"shot by the sniper." For •
mere $17, someone can buy the
shirt and make light of the
entire situation.
Obviously, the shirts are
witty, which will catch the attention of many. Regardless of how
the shins might strike a person's
perverse sense of humor, H
doesn't justify the making or
profiting fmm such a sensitive
situation. There is no reason for
people to try to turn a buck on
another's dismay We aren't calling for censorship, yet it would
be nice for people to think twice
before buying a novelty item
that plays off the misfortune of
the nation as a whole.
Shirts of a negative nature
did not seem to leak out after.
Sept. 11,2001 as they are via the
sniper shootings. That could
have been a result of integrity,
patriotism, honor or many other
things that make the loss of life
on Sept. 11, 2001 different from
the loss of life in Virginia and
Maryland by way of the sniper
The Technician k the neiiKJnpfr
of North Carolina State University.

Write for The Breeze.
It's not your job to do it, but it's my job to ask you to.
breezeopinion @ hotmaii com
Authentic Vietnamese Cuisine

]|W jfallooKw Jfcac^ai^r?

Saigon Csfk
Family owned and operated since 1996
We specialize in shrimp dishes
and making tofu taste delicious

Costume

Vietnamese Soup Pho

Makeup ft Rental
Wigs
Masks
Beards
Glasses
Hats
Teeth
Wings
Costumes
Pimp Jewelry

Soups
Appetizers
Char-Grill
Vegetarian
Seafood
Beef
Chicken
Pork

187 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg
434-8272
9:30-5:00
Monday
thru
Saturday

[Lunch Buffet
Monday-Thursday
11:30-2:00
$5.99

QW Flair p** gfjrt
D
[Contraceptive lnjeCtion| e."~*^ eorvtr-ol *ou-tK.r^ aaout just *4-*a*e«rm«droxypro(«ftirona actuta injaictabl* tuspTHlon

Friday
Shrimp Buffet
11:30-2:00
$7.45

540-434-5750

Antique Mall • Rolling Hills Shopping Center
787 East Market Street • Harrisonburg
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Vould you marry me
I if I proposed lo you
"-^ with an onion ring?"

3

"Lizzie
J rocks!"

McGuire

Ingie Wu

Jill Irineo

imior, undeclared

sophomore, political science

TALLY
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"Booga wooga ptch
a boo."

'OHNSTON™****,,*^,^

"Look Malt, I'm punk
in drubhc!"

Jennifer Lee

Ryan Hershey

jumor, rlnance

freshman, hiology

Topic: What was the best quote from your Fall Break?
FREEZE READER'S VIEW

JONATHAN KELLY

uthor depicted American experience
iis works of historical narbrought alive much of
erican heritage and history.
rough his remarkably erudite
iearch and writing, he
Stowed on future generations
epic literary time capsule
hrining many of our nation's
st moments. Historian and
Stephen
Ambrose
away Oct. 12, leaving
i a rich legacy of scholarly
hievement.
Ambrose managed to cap• the spirit of the American
Kperience with particularly
htMl and inspiring prose,
; an aura of courageous
1
around the pages of his
xts. The works that most
ablished Ambrose's reputai were his books chronicling
» struggles of World War II.
•As mentioned in the Oct. 14
jtdition of Vie Washington Post,
his highly acclaimed World
War II books included "D£>ay," "Citizen Soldiers'' and
PThe Good Fight."
According to his personal

Web site at www.stephenambrose.com, Ambrose also produced biographies of Presidents
Dwight D. Eisenhower and
Richard Nixon, a book on the
building of the transcontinental
railroad, a book on the lewis
and Clark exploits in the
American West and many
more. From 1960 to 1995 he
served as a full-time professor,
primarily at the University of
New Orleans but also at
Rutgers University, Kansas
State University, University
of California Berkeley and
other institutions.
1 have read two of
Ambrose's books, and I was
engaged terrifically by the
venerable style with which he
wrote, richly descriptive and
comprehensive to the average
reader. The first of these books
I had the pleasure of exploring
was "Citizen Soldiers," a classic compilation of vintage
Ambrose composition. The
book transports the reader
directly to the hearts and

minds of the players in World
War II, from the high command officers to the enlisted
men to the women workers of
the war period. Every descriptive word and every conveyed
allegory engenders a graphic
picture in the reader's mind of
the suffering, sacrifice and
supreme bravery of the
heroes and heroines of World
War II. The stories filled me
with wonder at the selfless
courage and compassion that
were summoned in the face
of the apocalyptic events that
transpired in the first half of
the 20th century.
The second of Ambrose's
books that I read was his biography of Dwight D. Eisenhower
entitled "Eisenhower: Soldier
and President." This brilliantlv
lavished text recounts the life of
Eisenhower in his service as
both a great military hero and
great statesman. It chronicles
the beginning of Eisenhower's
military service to his pivotal
role as commander of Allied

Hair Corrals

"Shenudoah Valley's Hair Care Specialists"

NO Waiting In
Barber Shop

forces in North Africa to his
presidency. Ambrose's research
provides an in-depth look into
the nature of Eisenhower's
greatness. Ambrose also deftly
presents the historical background of the workings of
Eisenhower's time.
One cannot delve into a written work of Ambrose and not
feel touched in a unique way
Ambrose records American history in such a way that the reader gleans a sense of the historic
journey this country has taken. I
personally would recommend
his fine works as exemplary
sources of the details surrounding many of the key moments of
the American heritage.
Ambrose will be missed by
all who seek to unlock the
secrets of the American past.
The works he left behind will
be testament to both his memory and to the memory of the
noble heritage he so vividly
brought to life.
Jonathan Kelly is a sophomore
political science major.

Issues with big issues
ISSUES, from page 7
There are probably a hundred versions of the saying
that it's the little things in life
that really matter. Someone
could buy me a dozen roses or
they can pick me a wild
flower from a special spot and
the wild flower would probably stay in my memory much
longer Of course, I don't
mean to discourage anyone
from buying me a dozen
roses, but the point is that
there are only so many new

and interesting big issues oill
there, while lite is |ust hurst
lltg with "little things" that
are worth recognizing
To be honest, mv Ufa is
already full of big issuer I
worry about grades and mOMJ
and getting a job — or is it

applying t»> End school? In a
few months, I'm going to be Hying the biggest issue — the real
world. Right now, I just want to
write about Chap Stick
\es Olivo is a senior
English major

Voulez-vous
ecrivez pour moi,
ce soir?
breezeopi n ion (<< hotmail.com

COLLEGE PARK - ASHB CROSSING

$6.00 HAIRCUTS
Complete Line of
Hair Products
"Walk-lne Welcome

Tanning Beds Yew-Round

COLLEGE PARK has started

Manicure Spa
Pedicure Spa

there

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 3
R0AN0KE CIVIC CENTER COLISEUM
TICKETS ON SALE NOW. General Admission and Reserved
Ml Tickets III

Seat Tickets will be available at the Civic Center Box Office,
charge by phone Bt 800-955-5566, or order online at
www.tickets.com or www.roanokeciviccenter com

mw.toillMRi.ciii

information, call 540-981-1201

For more

wwwJlKKtRHMl.CM

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
432-1001
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COMIX

Jenni Stilwell

Toes

(jtflA 5TVU)

Academia Nuts

Seth Catana

THE BREEZE IS LOOKING FOR A NEW
ADVERTISING EXECUTIVE

Submit cover letter and resume to the basement of Anthony Seeger
by Friday October 25th at 5pm

For more information
Contact Gail Chapolini or Lauren Kinelski at 568-6127

THURSDAY, OCT.

FEE1IN8 SPIRITUALLY DISCONNECTED?
"We respect the inherent worth and dignity of every person."
We provide an atmosphere to assist you in

AsianA^iis

Harrisonburg Unitarian Universalists
TAKE 33 WEST 5 MILES TO DALE ENTERPRISE
\hltp://HUUweh.org

Phone: 867-0073

Sunday Worship 10:30 AM

13

Professional Nail Care & Foot Spa
Center For Ladies & Gentlemen
Valley Mall
801-8070 In Town Center, Behind
Next to Sprint

»

Fall Specials

realizing your own spititual path.
For further information about JMU campus meetings,
contact Merle Wengen mrfurn@msn.com

24. 2002 I THE BRM /I

Full Set
Fill In
Manicure

$20
$13
$10

Pedicure

$18

•With Whirlpool Spa

Eyebrow Wax

$8

'Includes Parafin Wax
Walk -in appointments welcome.
Girt certificates available
We accept local checks 81 MC/Visa

Hours: Mon-Wed ioam-8pm
Thurs-Sat o.am-8pm

BAR-B-Q RANCH
Experience the best barbeque
m

Same day appointments available

OPEN TO NEW PATIENTS

We serve a variety of choices including:

Most insurance is accepted

Juicy namburejerc & Hordoajs

Freeh Seafood

Delicious Win»din«D

Women's Medicine - Pediatrics • Osteopathic Manipulation - Sports Medicine
Adult Medicine - Accidents - Allergy/Skin Problems - Complete Physicals-all ages

Fin.ar-Lickin' Rtt*

Country Fried chicken
I nt in n ON Hi. II Nt'«R Lxn 2!>l • •IM 1296-

|0) 438-9292

Harrisonburg!

IIOIRS II.M

Steak

iiuomititlu

II»M

«rMl*>N-i»u»...llAM-9rMSii«rMv

LOOK FOR US HOMECOMING WEEKEND!

1765 S. Hifih Street (Ncxi to Food l.ion on Southaq 42)

fin fMUJHIIfTHEy HFHOTl
Thursday - Karaok

r>

/trL/Sat. - X-Factor
' 1/2 oil covtr charge with tollege ID

%
1950-A

^r

^^Svnday - Free Pool

DEYFRLE AVFJURRISONBUKG

CHECK US OUT ONLINE

AUtonsoub.co*

Advertise
THEIB REEZE

PLAN • HAS THEM ALL AT SALE PRICES!

Grateful Osad <;• u Xmiau
Santana ■ Shaman

LISTEN BEFORE

YOU BUY!
Foo Fighters - One By On*
Chock out Plan 9
Rocket From tin Crypt • /in From
loi new t used CDs
Camp X-Ray
occasional, imports,
Chris Robinson (from the Mart
laeitt, vinyl, tickets 10
local events, specisl
Crown) - New Earth Mmtl
orders ind more'
Th« Donnas Spmrl iht Night
Waco FJiotheis - New Drat
Pavtnwnt s/„„ Cranny 2-DVD Set.'!
Pavement . £aaBJ & Rrduxr
Saint Etisnna - Fimitem
Sign up lor Plan 9s Weekly Email!
Spam Fret md We Don't Share
Your Address* Email us 11
cluaMslensmusiccom

dm
IN MARfllSONBUftO WITH STORES IN
CHARLOTTESVIUE AND OlCMMONOTOO

MlWlYUPAnuiDSTOnt!

mote room lor
mote ol e.erviltinm

434-9999

SELL US YOUR

KROGER SHOPPING CTR

OLD STUFF!

1790-96 E. Market St.
MOM Sat 10-9. Sunday 12-6

We pay top dollar tor used
CDs, DVDs. VHS & Vinyl!

WWW.PUIN9MUSIC.COM

,nt ia1
1

3»*

JAM

VQSSP&
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24

October twenty-fourth

8l :®69m

WivlScQia all
logo design by Brian Little
for more information,

free
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HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Today's Birthday (Oct. 24). Looks like you could really whip your place into shape ihis year. Follow
through on ideas you've had for quite a while l-antasizc beyond your means. What you cant afford to
buy, you can find or make some other way.

Aries March 21-April 19

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

Today is a 7 - Harness that energy for
i which you're so famous. Exercise discipline The more you leam now, the more
you II accomplish. Study!

:

W

^

1

Today is an 8 - Fancy theories won't get you
far. Practical experience is what you need.
Use it to reach out and try something bold.
Take a calculated risk

1

3

4

17

^_ , Today is a 6 - Don't get too exuberant yet.
^HK| 1 here's still work to be done. But, as you're
u^w Mailing to Niispeit. the rewards could be
great. Put in the extra effort.

Today is a 6 - Security is a state of mind that
down i require money, The former might
even help create the latter. Go into negotiations with .1 sense of abundance.

Sagittarius Nov. 22-0ec. 21

Gemini May 21-June 21
Today is an 8 - You're full of helpful com' ments again, but don't be too eager to
share them. Others will listen more readily
if you wait until they ask.

fl&

Unlay is a 6 - Even if you're worried, or if
Jfc*i you're being nagged, don't give up. Don't
*JMp try to do it all. either. You must leam to delegate. You're a great communicator, so it'll
be easy.

X

Today is a 7 - You re pretty good at arranging for things to happen the way you want.
i A couple of phone calls should do the trick,
setting up a deal they can't refuse.

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19
Today is a 6 - Your workload is increasing,
but an influential friend will be a big help.
All you have to do is ask. It shouldn't cost
you too much.

dre'

Leo July 23-Aug. 22
Today is a 7 - Friends offer lots of advice
fl^^l whether they're asked or not. Some of it
^^W might actually help solve a domestic prob11
3
lem. It's worth a try.

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
•A Today is a 7 - You're still strong, and you'll
get the chance to prove it. Continue to gather information, but dispense it on a need-to' know basis. Retain your advantage.

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
t Today is a 7 - Better give a challenging
assignment your full attention. MM
recently thought ol several new ways to
spend your money, so you d better make
sure it keeps coming in.

Pisces Feb. 19-March20
Today is a 7 - Domestic activities demand
taUT .ilU'iinon, and it's about tinnStraighten things up and make other
<>■improvements, because this weekend is a

-Tribune MedtaServ.ee*

K^at t,me for a party

Solutions to
Last Issue's Puzzle

1

9

.

11

12

13

31

.12

33

B|

63

"

21
22
26

23

|
29

27

•m

34
39

40

43

57

46 1 H'9

52

53

3/

M

ItfCiC "^
41

39

42

"■
55

*'
61

60

59
GS

U

1

69

ACROSS
1 Type of pear
5 Pie nut
10 Money factory
14 Do-others separator
15 Traditional saying
16 Garfield's pal
17 Woody Allen
film
20 Derring-do
21 Cast-iron pan
22 Not by any
means
24 Mineral springs
25 Glossy fabric
28 Bird's bill
30 Ostentatious
34 Tickled
36 Skedaddle
38 Sib for sis
39 Womanizer's
organizer
43 Self-esteem
44 Short sleep
45 Strike out
46 Poetic dawns

I30

45

47

58

24

"

44

46

5f

a

19

64

Cancer June 22-July 22

1

16

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

V

6

'
|"

14

25

Taurus April 20-May 20

2

.,

n

49 Brynner of
"The King and

r

51 Stand in a studio
52 Switch positions
54 Packs down
56 Superabundant
60 Humdrum
64 Subject of a
rainy-day rhyme
66 Military installation
67 Gull-like sea
birds
68 In the vicinity
69 Thin strip
70 Adhesive substance
71 Openings

1

"
"

DOWN
1 Clinton follower
2 Where the
drinks are?
3 Luminary
4 Settler
5 Temporary
repair
6 Phonograph
inventor
7 Engine part
8 A month of
Sundays
9 Narrow strips of
land
10 Smackers
11 Sacred image
12 Adidas rival
13 Dry run
18 Train-set brand
name
19 Tears
23 Nicely said
25 Oregon's capital
26 Pedro's pal
27 Private instructor
29 Sheep sound

31 Hautboys
32 Penned
33 Rube
35 Lion's lair
37 1400 in letters
40 Sound from a
hound
41 Maintain in
good condition
42 Using explosives
47 So far, no
48 Stuffed shirt
50 Voice box
53 Retinue
55 Old-fashioned
56 Barbecue
choice
57 Emphatic typeface: abbr.
58 Mountain in
Thessaly
59 Flight member
61 Inkling
62 Tidal situation
63 Makes a mistake
65 Packed-house
letters

FM a Great Race
For text

* Individually Leased 4 Bedroom,1! Bath
Luxury Apartments
* Awesome Pool and Sunbathing Area
■^ Phenomenal Fitness Center on Site
* State of the Art Clubhouse featuring a Vide
Screen TV and High Tech Stereo System
^Superior Service

540.442.4800
www.sunchase.net

SEARCH NO MORE!
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Marching Royal Dukes polish their performance
for the Homecoming parade, football game
Story by focus editor Lisa Marietta and contributing writer
Kim Craig • Graphic by art director Nate Tharp
It's Saturday afternoon and the Dukes are 30 minutes into the game at
Bndgcfortri Stadium. Instruments are warmed up, hats are on and n erv
memlxa
.is the Royal Dukes march proudly onto the field. The
crowd cheers lor the hand while the announcer introduces the halttimr
performance, "And now, presenting 'Virginia s Finest,' the lames Madison
University Marching Royal Dukes!"
The Royal Dukes may deliver flawless performances time and rime again,
but several different components go into their award-winning programs
Drills, uniforms , h m y.r.iphy and pep talks are only a few of the elements
that make up each performance. "The assistant band director writes all of the
drills each year. The staff writes some of the pregamc drills, but those arc usually the same each year," senior Matt Downey said. "We usually do different
songs each year depending on if the drill changes."
Band choreography and drill designs are created on specialized computer
programs Btcfa formation and position can be coordinated into this sottw.ire
The band charts are then printed off and complied in the drill books
Pnor to each home football game the director of the Marching Royal Dukes,
Pat Rooncy, will chose one routine of three that the members know. They will
proceed to practice that routine throughout the week and for an extra hour and
a half on Saturday mornings. This year, the band plans to perform its third
show for the Homecoming game, which include the selections, "How the West
Was Won," "Late in the Evening" and "Let There Be Peace on Earth."
Before game time, the lakeside area can be crowded with over 400 Royal
Dukes as they warm up their iastruments in a little pregame drill where each
section runs through parts of the songs. "During this time we have been
known to chant.'' IXiwnev said. "Right before every game the section leaders
give a pep talk then each section usually cheers, for example the tuba section
will yell 'tuba' and then clink their mouth pieces together."

It's always a great feeling to play in front of such a large
audience; I look forward to it.
-NkkGiffen
sophomore

— 9?
-. The band -. unitorms .m .ilsoa big part of the whok' performance package
that may go unnoticed. "If you were Uxi lose every piece of the uniform you
would owe Ihe band $632.50," rumor \l s huitcr s.iu1
1 Downey said, "We get new (replacement) uniforms evcrv so often,
but they are pretty much the same trom year to year. A lot ot thought
definitely goes into their design and CM] .ire pretty expensive, but
luckily we don't have to pay for them
Performing in front of a crowd ot spirited fans during Homecoming often
le.ncs the members with an adrenaline rush. "It's always a great feeling In
pin in tnml ot such a large audience; I kxik torward to it," sxiphomon' \n k
Giffen said. "It's great to know that people come to see us |
Downey said, "So manv people stay to listen to the band and it's always
quiet while we play. It's the best feeling."
This Iridav. Dukes fans will gather to hear the pregame sounds of the
Marching Royal Dukes in the annual Homecoming parade. "This weekend is
kind of exdring for a lot of us because we gel to play in front of a lot more people including old band guys who come back to watch us," senior Ben Polk saul
I stahlislied in 1S72, this year's Homi\ommg will be the band's 31st. along
with tlu football team. According to the marching band's Web sit,
www.imi<.,\iii/mii-ic/mrd, the 440-piece Royal Dukes have been recognized as
one of America's premier marching bands. In 1997 as well as 2001, the Royal
Dukes were featured in the ["residential Inaugural Parade. They also have
beat feature performers for Walt Disney Productions and ended last year's
season in the 7Sth annual Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade. Next year the
Marching Royal Dukes plan to venture to Ireland and Germany.
Another lira event tor the Royal Dukes is the Parade of
Champions that occurred last Saturday. The Parade of Champions
is the annual marching band competition for all levels of high
school marching bands. The Marching Royal Dukes and (Ml I --)
this event, which judges the bands in music execution, music general effect,
overall general ctfect, and several other areas I or manv of the members this
is their favorite time to perform because they have an audience of high
school band students who appreciate their cttorts
lor the I'.IM.II oil hampions. the entire siands are filled with a bunch ol
high school kids," Downey said. "I have had people come up to me alter
wards and actually ask to shake my hand because of our performance Piis ithe event we probably get most pumped up about."
Anyone regardless of major or instniment preference can audition for the
Marching Royal Dukes. Auditions are held during the summer at band
camp. According the marching band's Web site, the worst thing that can
happen if a person doesn't make the band is that he or she gets to meet over
400 other great people and move into the dorms a week c.irlv lor more
information go to, wunv.jmu.edu/music/mrd.

Ith 1111 C'()t RTKSY <* two, jmu edu/muucAivd

The Marching Royal Dukes practice on Tuesday through Thursday from S to 6:30 p.m. During performance weeks,
they have a special rehearsal on Friday and a warm-up on Saturday morning. Attendance Is required at all games,
even when the game occurs on or during a break such as Fall Break this past weekend.
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"The Flip Side." written and directed by senior
Becca Worthington. debuts in Theatre II this week.
SM

Ifc

,

Ddt6 I"""

Saturda

y. October 26

CMISS, Black student alliance,
Co-sponsors]— Black
and Latino Greek caucus

at the door: $10
Ticket Prices]— Tickets
Box office tickets: $8

Dancers from Tech, VSU,
JMU and UVa.

First |ace wins

p

$soo

All are
.

SARAH STAWTZ/tfrti/Wi

story below

Hear the beat
of steppin' feet
Step show dancers will be sure to drop it like it's hot
as the annual Homecoming event rocks Wilson Hall
BY ASHLEY MCCLBLLAND

PrJZG |~~

Director
SM

in Wilson
Wilson Ha
Show in
Hall
W [ Location )—Show
" Hall ^
After party in Godwin

[Participants]—

STEVEN SPIELBERG

story pate 20

xepSHOW

ct

"I think it's a statement when you get an
award for human rights ... it should be a
common, everyday occurrence."

Heads or Tails?

STYLE
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contributing writer
Homecoming
weekend
starts off with a bang ... or is it
a step? Saturday at 8 p.m., several sororities and fraternities
will compete in a step show, cosponsored by the Center for
Multicultural
International
Student Services, the Black
Student Alliance and the Black
and Latfno Greek Caucus.
Six fraternities and aororities will compete in the step
show I he team that wins
first place receives a $500
award. Several other awards
can be won such as second
place, best costume, best special effects, best intro and
best exit.
"The events (for the step
show) are put together at the
beginning of the semester We
try to put step teams together
to represent the historically
black or Latino fraternities
and sororities," CMISS ..-.^i^
tant director Chris Carter said.
"We also try to recruit teams
from other universities This
year we have teams from
neighboring schools like

Virginia Tech, Virginia State
University and the University
of Virginia "

...it exemplifies unity
and forms a bond with
the black and Latino
fraternities and
sororities.
-Chris Carter
CMISS jssisunl director

99The first step show was
put together in the 1980s and
has become a tradition for
students and co-sponsors
since. According to Shavalyea
Wvatt, .i graduate assistant at
CMISS who helped put
together the show, the step
show and after party were in
the Convocation Center but
moved In 1999 to Wilson Hall
and the after party to Sinclair
(ivmnasium at Godwin Hall
Carter said, "The step

show allows students to see
the culture that some of the
organizations on this cam- ■
pus still celebrate The tradition is carried on throughout
the campus, and it exemplities UllHjf and forms a bond
with the black and Latino
fraternities and sororities."
Wvatt laid, "It (step show) will increase students knowledge about
black and Latino organizations that aren't well represented at |MU and will j
give people exposure to
the group. It's also an
excellent performance, and
it is traditional for fraternities and sororities to do
this type of performance."
Sophomore Stacey Carter
laid, "I went last year and it
was a lot of fun. I got to see
all my friends and chill
with them. I would love to
do step."
The step show is open to
students, alumni and anyone
in the area, lickets are available at the box office for $8,
and they are also available at
the door for S10.

(Clockwise from above): Early childhood education major Caltle Meehan, a senior, chills In her
papasan chair with her favorite Dr. Suess book; roomies and seniors Mandy Eakle, Paxton
Buckingham, Lauren Rlley, Meehan and Vas Poumaras hang out in their breakfast nook;
Eakle s Barbie collection arranged on a shelf; the dining and living rooms have the open air feel
and modem decor of a loft apartment In Manhattan.

All PIKlTdSHYMATTCAKASI-lJ.A/vnMirfirWifuvriV'h^

Entering "Family Ties: The House"
B^

BRENNA WALTON

style editor
Let's start with the fact that
the newest addihon to the "JML'
Cribs" family already has experienced some sibling rivalry.
They recently lost their
ceramic garden gnome to the
members ot the I iteStyles House
after e-mailing to inform them
that their house was better. After
meeting the IJfeStyles guys. Iffl
safe to say they sort of asked for
it. At the same time, you can't
blame them for being jealous.
The residents of 55 F. Grattan
Street, seniors Vas Poumaras,
PaxtOP Buckingham, Lauren
Riley, Mandy Eakle and Caitie
Meehan, inhabit a two-story
house with plenty of personality
and unique style.
Upon entering the foyer, visitors are greeted with framed
photos of Flvis (Eakle has a fixation on the King), a circular pattern design by artist Verner
Panton that Buckingham recreated on the wall and an oldschool vent in the floor that has
been used for a Halloween party

fog machine ami is the only
source of heat in the house
It vou fall asleep on the
couch downstairs in the winter
without a blanket, you'll die.
Buckingham said about the old
house's heating system.
The first floor has the open
air tivling ot | loft apartment
with each nx>m flowing into the
next. Funky hjmitun'>ouiies\ ot
Hess a stoiv downtown, 01 that
has been collected by the roommates, can be found in the living
and dining moms. This includes
a bright blue valour armchair, a
dentist's chair bought at an auction and various barstools.
In the living nxim, plastic
expander globes sit on shelves
next to glowing lights. Several
vintage-looking clocks adorn the
walls. Flying saucers sit on an
end table bekw a shelf holding a
green glass head, a hula doll and
a portrait of blocks of cheese.
The dining mom, which has a
modem art-deco feel, is when.' the
roommates like to enjoy a good
game of "Family Ties: The Game."
The kitchen has a comfortable.

homey (eel with a hip edge.
Resides boasting a breakfast nix*
painted in citrus colors, it Ls a typical ct xlege kitchen, compk'tc with
pktures all over the fridge and not
much inside it. If is also clean,
very unlike coHege kitchens.
Continuing the tour upstairs,
a throw rug with a hopscotch
hoard leads the way to the
nximmates' nxmis Fach n*om
is vtn dUfatnl from the others
with the resident's personality
shining thnmgh.
Meehan, thecarh childhood
education major, has a nxim
decorated with pictures of her
job at a summer camp, her "The
Doctor ls In" sign from her year
as an resident advisor and her
name spelled out on the wall in
colored popsicle sticks.
Buckingham's mom is the
smallest, but with the biggest
closet, which according to the
roommates, is more than fine
with him. Decorated in stark
black and white with several
photos from a semester spent in
Florence, the room has a polished, chic ambience

I akle and Riley s room is
definitely the girlie one, decorated in cheerful colors and containing the lajsjej in a slew of
ever-changing interests, horn
Barbies to pa|,ima pants.
Finally, Poumaras' nx«n. A
loke among the nximmates is
that everything in his nxtm is a
symbol of his Greek heritage
BWI the ivy-covered column to
the tiny statues in a shelf above
his bed. LXxoratcd in shades of
blue, it is understated, but comfortable and welcoming
Toward the end of the visit,
the roomies gathered in front of
the house for the last of the photos, which turned out to be
group shots by the tin1 swing in
the front yard and the bench
swine; on the fmnt porch.
The photographer mentioned that the group shots look
like a family portrait from "The
Royal Tenenbaums," wrych
explains how their different
looks and personalities fit
together, like a quirky little family, in their quirky little
Greenwich
Village-meets-
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weaters

STYU

(and most everything else)

2002
JAMES MAD'SON UNIVERSITY*
COMMONS PAY

DUKES 5K PUN RUN/WALK

Vhurs.. II .i m -1 |i in
UniiMil Ds> on thr Common! Gamo, bod. jxun gncran
HwdeuUkamlmlJUmltKl):Mmtajlm9fimtJu

Ml.1!.!"] M.!.«kimc. S I S d.iv ol » M ill
►*a*anraaad«alaiblnilii,»<%«iiliiiir.iui^Krun
hm/Wtk. JbitflaircJt Bob Gatm0li6S^I I

TALENT JAM

THE GODWIN FIELD FESTIVAL

llllirs . 8 pjn. HlmiP. open 7 pm
* IIMMI Hall Audllorium
9*."* moa tainted » campne far thr aunbrr one spot<
1TB B proud to bring Mte Mnpua 2002 u bay Bib e*ent
Vuit uii v uphjmu nb or raff Vrt 6J17 far mnre info

Sal.. 1! -I .i in - J(ll|iin
hvryone is inuied u tlus iradunnal Homecoming feUtal
Gueo of ifl ago *tll And rrning anlftv Iw enkenabmrni
and games kx ihe kids. For mom information cat At
office ofAkmm Relations at V&4234

X-TREME AIR

STUDENT DUKE CLUB T-GATE

Fri.. 11 unt-S pm.. Hanson Field FREE

Sat. 12:30 pjn. Godwin Held
Free far all number. II MNJ are tun a number tome and rm
ihe dm' for tomb contact bmammj&jmu e&i

ftn your dukes up m rhr m n tib noble iky dmg anubkv
tor mn-v m/o contact )oub Barley atS<M 78J4

MEN'S
Stuaents (and regular people everywhere! are
discovering that HUGGED WEARHOUSE means

WOMEN'S

FAMOUS NAMES at FABULOUS PRICES!
Denim - Casual Fashion - Shoes - Accessories
For Men - Women - Juniors - Kids

Tlwre ara ont 40 m.«g«d Wurnouu
locattam a.clrtH|.
Alexandra
cnarlonesville
Cnnstiansbunj
Colonial Heights
Fairfax

FrWeflckrtug
Hampton
Narr«oreur.
Lynctiourg
Manassas

Newport New
Norfolk
Chesterfield
Sassafras
Roanoke

HARRISONBUTC - Cloverteaf Shopping Center
CHARLOTTESWif - Rio Hill Shopping Center
IT

Flash your College I.D. for an
EXTRA 10% DISCOUNT**
MM-MfcMn-ttw ■ Swilam-lan

RUJ<3<§EIS>
NrV EAR HOUSE
Outfitting America For Less!

n. <■?•* Muura Nol *aM ox diw*K* mwrtwtct 0«e. oM to t u am •>»> em of *i

Olde Mill Village

"It's more laid-back over here...and
you can't beat the price and location."
-Current tenant, on why he renewed his lease.
*

*

*

*

*

"This is great! This is definitely a
'best kept secret'."
-Current tenant, on ilrst seeing an apartment at Olde Mill Village
*

*

*

*

*

Free ethernet, cable, and
phone service in each room!
Now taking reservations for the 2003-2004 school year.
Office hours: 9 am 12 noon, 1:30-5 pm Monday through Friday,
10 am-2 pm Saturday
11-A South Ave.
432-9502
www.oldemillvillage.coni

-yfih
si''VAN'Ant BFAIr'
\ I '.'. \< .( MIS i Ri > i

SD1

HOMECOMING PARADE

GOSPEL CONCERT

Fri., 5 pm. Duke A Uuestoac Drite*
For (he bes ne*. brag a dm or blanket and (grab a lam ml
ai Hanson Held For mom toft email trtmtnwQjmuettu

< on temporary titispel Singers
Sat. 1 pjn.. Wilson Hall Auditorium
(•line hear ina>iraooaal rnuuc and auppon die an> at JMII
For more information contact Cbrts Carter at 16H-66J6

SPADES TOURNAMENT
Fri., 6 pjn.. in Tailor 202

STEP SHOW

Entry fee: S 10 per (cam (pay at door)
lkwuna mm >Hl teat* a cash prtae*' To rttiaer. anal
lm:kmriwjip.«*lunw^
r*m wfehfowmm (or nio) ready»play UX umm
be praenl and n-pwrrd by * W pm

Sat. K p.m. (doors open " p.m.). *Uson Hall,

Fri., 10

(I.III

- 2

J.Iii

.

$8 in ad.ancc (Warren Hall Box Office), $10 ai
door
Fed die >ibe> of tis smapafed aad rtMhmac prcmoioaof
dame and rnuw tmMctihm Carter at Siti-ftSftaremai
tmmmfflQfout it/u

STEP SHOW AFTER-PARTY

PC Ballroom, t* for students A alumni.
$7 for iM-iirr.il public

Sat, 11 pjn. • I a MI Sinclair liuniu&iiun. Si
» sci-|i Show III kri xub. ss w/o nub

OmtactCmit(arnvatS66 66J6orim\.an$e9jmutJh

(iWsrt Cbns CarUf * 56J 66* or «kiiM)r0/»u nfc

WWW.JMU.EDU/HOMECOMING
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Dinner
and a

celebrity
Steven Spielberg honored
at HRC sixth annual dinner
BY GARRET HILLER

ber, received the HRC National
Capital Area Leadership Award
for her work on issues including domestic partnership,
adoption, sex education and
HIV/AIDS education.

senior writer
A bevy of prominent
politicians and entertainers
gathered Oct. 13 at a hotel in
Washington, D.C. for the
Human Rights Campaign
sixth annual National Dinner
HRC is a bipartisan organize
tion working to advance equality regarding sexual orientation,
gender expression and identity.
The organization actively lobbies Congress to create legislation that will grant gay, lesbian,
bisexual and transgender persons equal rights. In a time
when issues such as gay marriage and adoption by gay parents create headlines in the
news, the efforts of the HRC
have attracted positive and negative attention in the public eye.

of the HRC's latest project,
which is the construction of
its own headquarters in
downtown D.C.

-44-

Speakers
The keynote speaker at the
HRC dinner was Rep. Richard
A. Gephardt (D-Mo). In his
speech, Gephardt called for the
recognition of civil unions,
same-sex marriages that grant
identical benefits afforded to
heterosexual married couples
in all states. He also spoke
about the need for the passage
of the Employment NonDiscrimination Act, which protects homosexuals in the workplace on all Iwdf
"We've
made
great
progress," Gephardt said in
his speech. "Every day you
hear about another major
company adding benefits for
gay people and it's because of
this organization (HRC)."
A surprise guest speaker
was Max Mushnick, creator of
the hit NBC sitcom "Will and
Grace." The openly gay
Mushnick entertained the
audience throughout his
speech, but remained serious
long enough to talk about one

Dinner history
The Annual National Dinner
is an event designed to celebrate
and recognize those individuals
who have made significant contributions to the HRC's cause.
After the program got
kicked off with a performance
of "The Star Spangled Banner"
by singer and featured guest
Melissa
Ftheridge,
Carol
Schwartz, a Washington, D.C.
Republican city council mem-

Every day you hear
about... benefits for
gay people and it's
because of I HRC I.
-Richard A. Gephardt
Missouri reprcscnaiivc

55
Prior to the dinner, $19.5
million of the $25 million
needed for the building's construction had been raised.
The building will serve as a
center for gay and lesbian
people in D.C. and as
Mushnick described it, "a
building to symbolize the
struggle for equality."
Awards
Thirty-year veteran journalist Crishna Saralegui, host of the
popular Latin-American talk
show "Cristina," received the

photo earns)
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HRC Civil Rights Award.
Saralegui is the founder of the
Arriba La Vida/Up With Life
Foundation, which serves to
help those affected with
HIV/AIDS While addressing
the audience in English and
Spanish, Saralegui spoke of how
when her talk show first
debuted, she was a pioneer in
addressing the topics of homosexuality and AIDS in Latin
America, where those subjects
are considered taboo.
"When we started in 1989,
my audience didn't know what
AIDS was, or who got it,
Saralegui said in her speech.
"We've been fighting this fight
for 13 years" Saralegui also said
that her brother is gay and that
she feels she has a responsibility
to educate her audience because
"there's a lot of ignorance about
homosexuality
in
Latin
American countries."
This year's Equality Award
went to director Steven
Spielberg, who was chosen as a
result of the stance he took to
the controversial Supreme
Court decision James Dale vs. Boy
Scouts of America (2000).

Dale, a former Boy Scouts
leader, sued the organization
for the termination of his
employment upon learning

that he was a homosexual.
The Supreme Court, by a vote
of 5-4, overturned the New
Jersey
Supreme
Court's
unanimous decision that the
Boy Scouts' ban on gays violated the state's anti-discrim
ination ordinance.
Spielberg, who had been a
Boy Scouts board trustee and
financial donor, stated his disagreement with the Scouts' antigay policy and resigned from
his position on the board.

Supreme
Court
case,
Spielberg discovered that the
Boy Scouts had a limit to its
acceptance of diversity.
"I realized with the court
case that you could be black or
white, Jewish or Islamic, but
Couldn't be a scout if you were
gay — so I quit the Boy Scouts,"
Spielberg said. "Quitting the
Boy Scouts was one of the most
painful experiences I've ever
had to endure, but they are
wrong and you are right."
Spielberg also noted the
irony of the award ceremony.
"1 think it's a statement
when you get an award for
human rights, which is inherent
— it should be a common everyday occurrence."
Hi/.ibeth Birch, the executive director of the HRC, provided the evening's closing
remarks. Inspiring the audience to take an active role in the
human rights movement. Birch
quoted Robert F. Kennedy,
"Few will have the greatness to
bend history, but each of us can
work to change a small portion
of events, and in the total of all
those acts will be written the
history of this generation."
For more information on the
Human Rights Campaign, visit

Spielberg takes the stage
After taking the stage to
accept his award, Spielberg
addressed the audience and
told them how hard it was for
him to part with the Boy Scouts.
He spoke of how when he was
young, he was the only Jew in
his neighborhood and school
and felt excluded. When he
found the Boys Scouts, he
thought it was a place that he
felt he belonged.
"The greatest value of
scouting was it gave me
opportunities to feel proud of
myself," Spielberg said in his
speech. "It was there that 1
discovered my passion for
filmmaking — the beginning
of my yellow brick road."
However,
with
the

its Web site at mtnv.hrc.org.

YELLOW CAB
• Radio Dispatched
• Service lo all major airports

Now Booking
Holiday Parties
& After Hours Parties
Private Banquest Rooms

' Wheelchair accessible vehicles

'Prompt, Courteous Service*

24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

OPEN HOUSE WEEK OCT. 24th-3lst
Candie's Spa

433-3322
and

THE LOOK

Corn* of UnhwWy o!«J
wid "iwmw St
(A*roM from Shota)
Wilting D'lUiHt from
SwnCluw. Stoni G»it. Blue Ridf*.
Potomic ft ChMaptlkt

564 - 2770

Profetflonal
HAIKSTTLING -TANNING • NAILS • OAT SPA 4 MASSAGE

Perms III Price

$ 1.00 Tanning Visits
(minimum purchase
10 visits-no limit)

Full Body
Massage »"

FREE Soft Drink
with any
Hair Service

Gift Certificates
Available

Now Open
Port Republic Rd and 1-81

Call 540-442-8550

Formerly Shenandoah Grille

Where are YOU going after graduation?
Let the

Adult Education/Human Resource
Development Graduate Program
help get you there!

Haircuts $10

Program Open House
Highlights $35
Pay with FLEX

Register to win Door Prizes ALL WEEK

Where: Taylor Hall Room 404
When: Monday, October 28th 6:45pm (after the ASTD meeting)
Who: Cuttent HRD minors and ANYONE ELSE interested in
pursuing a graduate degree in AHRD!

Jump on your broomstick and come to the
(540) 568-9899

WR
*■

Admission $5.00

i

From JMU, take Port republic Rd., pass Cross Keys Rd/Rte. 276 intersection,
Go 3.5 miles and turn left on Pinevillc Rd. Go 1.8 mi and tunyight
on Valley View Rd. Go 1 mile and corntield is on right.
From Rt.33. from Harrlsonburg turn right on Lawyer.Rd.
J
From Elkton turn left on Lawyer Rd. go 2.4 mi and turn right on
Pineville Rd. Go 0.8 mi. and turn left on Valley View Rd. Go 1 mile.
From Rt. 340, turn west onto Port Republic Rd. go 1.6 mi. and turn
4
right on Lawyer Rd. Go 2.3 mi. and turn on goods Mill Rd.
Go 0.5 miles and turn right on Longley Rd. Go 0.5 miles.
Bus Parking Available
I

jjj I

Qr*\ifieU
October 25, 26, 30, 31, 1, 2
Open 7:oo-n:oopm 1

K

Honorees and special guests at the Human Rights Campaign's sixth Annual National Dinner
posed for photos after the event. (L-R) Richard Gephardt. Carol Schwartz, Steven Spielberg,
Cristina Saralegui, Melissa Etherldge and HRC executive director Elizabeth Birch.

1031 Port Republic Rd
nexl lo Food Lion

Chinese Restaurant
Open 7 days a week till I am

Geta FreeT-Shirt
when you order S50 or more!

Special Combination Platters

AH Entrees served wilh Fried Rice, Spring Roll. 4 Soup;
Choice ol Soup: Wonlon. Egg Drop or Hot S Sour
SO
SC2
SC3
SC4
SC5
' SC6
' SC7
SC8
SC9
'SC10
SC11
' SC12
' SC 13
SO 4
'SCI 5
SO 6

Chicken Broccoli
Pork. Chicken. Beef or Shrimp Chow Mem
Sweet and Sour Chicken
Sweel and Sour Pork
Moo Goo Gal Pan
Chicken with Garlic Sauce
Hunan Chicken
Pork wilh Mixed Vegetables
Mixed Chinese Vegetables
Hunan Vegetables
Chicken with Cashew Nuts
Kung Pao Chicken
Szechuan Chicken
Almond Chicken
Hunan Beel
Pepper Steak

Lunch Special only *3.95 ll-4pm

Only
SO 7
* SO 8
SC 19
* SC20
SC21
SC22
* SC23
SC24
SC25
SC26
SC27

Beef with Broccoli
Szechuan Beef
Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
Hunan Shrimp
Trl
Pfe Delight
General Tao's Chicken
Sesame Chicken
Four Seasons
Pofk. Chicken. Beef, or Shrimp Lo Mein
Chicken with vegetables

• Indicates Spicy (can be altered lo taste)
Credit cards accepted
ccepled

EZJ- |

US

We do not accepl checks
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Three-dimensional characters key to any book
Last week, reviewing the
runaway mess of Chuck
Palahniuk's "Lullaby." I made
reference to the novel's poorly
developed characters. What
bothered me about the denizens
of Palahniuk's dark and bitter
world was not that thev were
"dark," not that their literary
purpose wasn't to cheer me up,
but that they were orchestrated
so carelessly, their actions
(namely killing) committed so
recklessly that there was no time
for me to develop empathy or
hatred for them. From the
novel's opening to its close, the
characters never were able to
illicit sympathy from me.
The essence of a work of
writing lies not so much in its
plot or verbosity as it docs in the
characters, the nuggets of the
story around whom almost all
notions of storytelling evolve.
What would Cinderella stories
be like without the central
Cinderella figure? Where would
Ralph F.llison's flagship novel
be without the titular invisible

man? "A Portrait of the Artist as
a Young Man" would merely be
an unfinished canvas stacked in
a dusty closet without the moral
complexities of the young
Stephen Daedelus.
What the above characters
— and so many other figures in
literature — posses are complexities. There is nothing worse
that reading a story with a shal
low, stereotypical character, be it
the wise old grandfather who's
seen and done everything possible, the complacent housewife
pulled straight out of a 50's sitcom complete with tuna noodle
casserole or the baby-cute
neighborhood pet, saving lives
like the mongrel spawn of
Lassie and Old Ycller.
Sure, the above portraits
may be offensive for certain
groups but — transcending
issues of political correctness —
they are just plain uninteresting
to read about. There's no passion in their actions, no complexity in their motives or emotions; they are as predictable as

All Things
Literary
by senior writer
Zak Satih
the rising and setting of the sun
Not everyone likes to get
dirty, but a sanitary character
is a severe violation of literary
laws. The perfect character is a
combination of light and dark,
good and evil, moral and
immoral. Perhaps I should go
a step further and say that all
good characters are hypocrites; they contradict themselves in subtle mannerisms
and beliefs. They are so threedimensional that to try and
categorize them as protagonist
or antagonist is almost impossible. That kind of dichotomy

is the stuff of fairy tales, nursery rhymes and myths.
Today's characters, everyone
from mob bosses to mentally
abusive wives (note: not physically abusive husbands) to
serial killers with a passion for
artistic beauty, would be classified best as anti-heroes, individuals whose lives and moral
codes are not straight and narrow but crooked and potholed No matter how fervently we deny it, empathy with
these characters, whether on a
conscious or unconscious
level, is unavoidable.

In the verisimilitude of Coetzee's "Youth: Scenes from
these characters lies the key to Provincial Life II," about a cola good story: identification. lege graduate with social dilem
Since teachers began assigning mas and literary aspirations, I
us books to read over the sum- feel a greater interconnectedness
mer we've learned that identi- between the main character and
fying with a character or char- myself, if only because of our
acters is the key to enjoying a similar temporal positions.
book — and to finishing it.
Interconnectedness makes
Almost a decade ago my next- good reading — and a good
door neighbor's mother gave reading experience. Perhaps
me a copy of "The Lord of the that's why autobiographies
Flies" to read, which I never and memoirs tend to be so
did (I think when she asked me popular; how else could a
what I thought of the book, I reader know what it's like to be
told her that the giant talking Dave Barry, Rudy Giuliani or
fly was the best part).
John McCain? At the same
|ust last summer I finally got time the reader lives vicariousaround to picking the novel up ly through the vibrant firstand realized that, back in my person narratives of both fact
youth, I would have enjoyed the and fiction, he or she also realnovel much more because I izes that, on Ralph Ellison's
could identify with the charac- "lower frequencies," human
ters on a more personal level beings have a lot in common.
than one confined to themes,
Good characters prove the
mtuism and "The Bigger thesis that we, the readers, are
Picture." In a way, some of the not flat, vapid caricatures.
esseno? of the story was lost on Instead, we are complex, livme. Yet when I rum around and ing, breathing, three-dimenbrowse through a copy of J.M. sional creatures.
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'Flip' of a coin: to see or not to see
'The Flip Side' proves good first attempt at playwriting, lacks zeal
BY ASHLEY LUSK

MORGAN Rir.HI/.wff/**.(>.ipfc-»
Junior Sara Eshleman and sophomore Christian Zeigler perform
in "The Rip Side." written by senior Becca Worthington.

staff writer
It's heads or tails in "The Rip
Side," a drama tinged with comedy written by senior Becca
Worthington, which opened in
Theatre II Tuesday night. When
the main character Jarrod begins
to realize that maybe he's not
right for his sweet, commitment-ready girlfriend, Aly, his
interests turn to the wildly
seductive Carrie, who wants to
make him uncomfortable with
her forceful sexuality.
After a nasty breakup and a
surprising connection between
his ex and the new girl, things
take a turn for the worst as Aly
battles with her internal grief,
Carrie with her sexual drive
and Jarrod with his newly
found questions on love.
Despite the heavy subject matter, two major decisions in the
story come down to one simple flip of the coin.
"The Flip Side" definitely is
intriguing, almost a curvcball
mix of "Dawson's Creek" and

^SfayUsti $A££* <k> tyjJSX*
On Port Republic Rd. next to Food Lion
Open 7 Days a Week

Take Out Available

those crazy daytime soap ing the "flip side," the beginoperas. Worthington's style is ning of an emotional roller
wordy, with educated language coaster of doubt.
that brings the intelligence level
The cast includes sophomore
of the play up However, the dia- Christian Zeigler, who plays
logue contains plenty of profan- Jarrod, junior Sara Eshleman,
ity used sloppily by the actors, who plays Carrie, seniors Emily
.ilmost with too much force and Scrofani and Molly Hood who
delight, which unfortunately is play Aly on different nights and
somewhat distracting.
junior Andrew Ballard, who
All of the characters are in plays Sketchy.
their late 20s and looking for
Aly, portrayed by Scrofani,
love, definitely in all the wrong provides a fabulous monoplaces, which leads to the logue describing her sorrows
drama. The first act opens with over the breakup with Jarrod,
Jarrod, Carrie and Aly each allowing the audience to
standing in a circle of light, delve inside the character that
describing their life thus far, as has been lost due to the
well as their wants, their emo- drama of Jarrod and Carrie's
tions, creating a terrific, quick, new relationship.
intro between the char.uSm
Eshleman rums Carrie into
The rest of the first act cen- a fiery combination of sexual
ters on the initial encounter dominatrix and confused girlbetween the nameless bath- friend, allowing the audience
room wonder (Carrie) and to feel almost sorry for her as
Jarrod and eventually, the sad, her intense sexual appetite
ironic meltdown of Aly and leads to her eventual downfall
Jarrod's relationship. The sec- in the relationship.
ond act allows us to see what
The male acting is somehappens as a result of choos- what weaker, although enter-
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taining. Sketchy's sidekick
humor and "good guy" image
are refreshing. The costuming
is simple, but doesn't really
help to enforce the characters
as in their late 20s. The
scenery is fun, switching
between Jarrod's apartment
and a bar with ease.
Worthington said, "[The play
is| a commentary on relationships and how people in their
20s react and relate, interacting
with each other on different levels — friends, lovers and
strangers." This description
rings mostly true. Worthington's
first stab at playwriting is decent
and it is fair to say mat future
audiences definitely have some
thing to look forward to as she
improves her playwriting skills.
Yet, the sad fact about this
performance is that, while it has
the initial plot to be so much
more than just another "Saved
by the Bell" episode — it's not.
The only flip side you'll leave
with is whether it was worth
going to see or not.

3, 6 or 12 Months
Free, Same-As-Cash
Financing on Any Purchase!
See Store for Details

E S T I V A L

433-1113

<^&%4w^*%
$2 off min purchase of $15.

Just Show JAC card or
fasta * Suds ♦ Chicken
bring this coupon
fork ♦ tfamburaers
exp. 11/30/02
tfouse Specialties
"Delicious gourmetpizza
Largest Calzone &1 Strombod in 'term
"Private room "Avai(a6(e with a so" TV

Pl-HIK PEDESTAL TABU k CHAIBS
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...Because /ta/y/s too far to drive

othua Wilton House Inn &£ Restaurant

Voted
"Most Romantic" \—i
and
"Best Atmosphere'

WR

in Best of the Valley
Reader Survey
2002

I Amish • crafted solid oak china |
Prom massive barna to children's toy,,
Amiih ingenuity in this craft is remarkable

The Joshua Wilton House
•* Exciting cuisine using the
freshest local ingredients
» Homemade breads and desserts
•» Award-winning wine list
*■ Ala carte menu with
entrees starting at $13
* Exquisite food and
impeccable service
» Outdoor dining available,
weather permitting
»» Reservations recommended

OPEN FOR DINNER:
Tue-Thu 5-9; Fri-Sat 5-10
MINUTES FROM ,MU:
Directions: 412 South Main St.,
Harrisonburg, Virginia
5*M34-M64 or 1-8S8-2WILTON
Take US 33 west across 1-81. Left at first light
on Cantrtll. Fourth light, turn right on Main
St. Wilton 1 louse is at corner of So Mam and
Campbell Streets.

www.joshuawilton.com

QAK&SOFAS
irwwrwv

Furntturs For Life
8 Main. HarrteonOtug
aM/,/*xi/#tf/. 8476
IPimHui
Man F.I o a • Sai. at
FINANCING. AVAILABLE a ALL MAJOR CRBOT C^^ACCJEFreO
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Shopping in NYC best way to go
'Burg stores vs. Andy's Chee-Pees, Star Struck Vintage Clothing, H&M
BY RYAN MCWILLIAMS

staff writer
New York City. It is a place
known for its theaters, museums, bad taxi drivers, oddly
grotesque yet wonderful
smells and most importantly:
its fashion.
There is no better place to be
if you need clothes and no worse
place if you have uncontrollable
spending habits. That said, with
my credit card in one hand and
my keen sense of style in the
other, I battled the savage streets
ot NYC to report back to you the
best of the best in fashion.
At Andy's Chee-Pees, located at 691 Broadway at Fourth
Street, one can find the finest in
new and "antique" clothing.
Five blocks from Washington
Square Park in Greenwich
Village, Andy's is a necessary
stop for anyone hoping to look
nice. With racks upon racks of
vintage T-shirts, jeans, coats,
dresses and suit — you name it
— they have it. In stores like
these, you literally have to dig
through the muck to find the
gems. My perilous and almost
life-threatening search ended
with two of the most interesting
T-shirts in my collection. The
first is an old, oversized, gray
and burgundy, three-quarter
length baseball shirt. The team's
name: The Shockers. This item
was an immediate and necessary purchase due to an inside
joke between a friend and me.
My next find also was a nay
shirt with burgundy trim. This
one, however, was for The
Special Olympics. With a slogan
that says, "Blood, Sweat and
Tears," and cheesy fireworks in
blue ink, how could I pass this
one up? 1 mean, now people
will actuall) think I'm "special"

gfeHm

Trie Artful Dodger
Fri. 9 p.m.i Acouitic Cafe

The Biltmore
Thun.i live musi<
Fri.: karaoke

CALHOUN's
Thun.i Edible Folk

FINNIGAN'S COVE
Thurj. 10 p.m.i Cory Tinkham
Sat. 10 p.m.: Trnjic Thieves

Dave's Taverna
Thurs. 8 p.m.: Jones Orchestra
Tues. 8 p.m.i Jeremiah Prophets

The Little Grill
Thun. 9 p.m.i The Shiners f 5
Fri.i 9 p.m.i Jeremiah Prophet Band

Thurs.: Karaoke
Sat.i opening 10 a.m for Homecoming

A£i3?3>lJ'i3 9O0S
Thurs.i Karaoke
Fri. G Sat.i X Factor (brin, student ID and get til olf
cover charge)

The Highlawn Pavilion
Thurs.. Fri, 6 Sat.: DJs

Malnrtree* bar 4 srtU
Thursj Kiu Club College Night

My next noteworthy stop
was Star Struck Vintage
Clothing on 47 Greenwich
Avenue. My new favorite store
had the most immaculate,
intricate and extensive collection of actual vintage items. I
had to change my underwear
after I walked in the door, due
to pure excitement
Once 1 was clean, 1 looked at
the condensed shop and saw it
in its full glory — vintage ties,
gowns, glasses, furs and coats,
boots and shoes, slacks and
jeans and of course, T-shirts.
My first purchase was a red
"Music City US.A. Nashville"
T-shirt complete with a picture
of a guitar, banjo and musical
notes floating in the air. In complete contradiction to my distilled hate for country music, I
bought the shirt. Hey, nothing is
funnier than confusing people,
just ask Anne Heche.
My next and most fantastic
purchase was an old-old-oldold-old-school shirt from the
San Gennaro Festival in NYC.
For those of you who never
attended history class, here is
a lesson for you. The Feast of
San Gennaro is an annual celebration of the Patron Saint of
Naples. The first feast took
place in NYC in 1926, when
newly arrived immigrants
from Naples settled along
Mulberry Street in Little Italy
and decided to continue the
tradition. In Italy, they had
celebrated the day in 305 A.D.
when Saint Gennaro was
martyred for the faith. Using
carbon dating, I'd say this
shirt is more than 30 years
old. With a history like that,
what is cooler? And no, the
answer is not Cher.
The last stop worth speaking of was, of course, H&M.

plum CHtfMQ of RYAN MCWILLIAMS
(Left to right) Junior Keith Foster, senior Laura Riley, sophomores
Kevin Murphy and Damon Krometis in Star Struck* fashions.

Thestoreismy heroin and I'm
not allowed to leave the city
without feeding my addiction. This store has four locations just in Manhattan, which
is rightly so, considering it's
one of the most popular shopKing stops in the city. H&M
as current trends for ancient
prices, meaning it's cheap. At
this, the fashion Mecca of the
trip, I purchased a teal and
chocolate
prison-striped
sweater, a gray and black
prison-striped zip-up, a pair

of toffee-colored dirty jeans
and a pair of blue and tan corduroys for a grand total of
$150. Not bad considering a
single piece from a designer
line is at least twice that
much. Moral of the story —
don't shop in Harrisonburg,
make the trip to NYC. Anyone
who has to look at you, myself
included, will thank you.
Next
iveek:
Last
minute
Halloween costumes. (You know
you'll need one.)
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Dear Patrick,
We lost your e-mail for "Cribs." Will you please write to us again?
Even the most stylish of us let things slip every once in a while!
Your stylish editors,
Brenna and Alison
BreezeStyle @ hotmail. com

(BJ's Weeding Center

The Law Offices of Bruce D. Mbertson, PLLC

ym Welcome gack Special
Former Harrisonburg Prosecutor

'Rent your complete tux for $25.00
'Bring 10 friends in for tuxedos fr receive lfree rented

O

TormaC Cjowns $25.00 syeciaCfor retail
50% off Special Rack - retai(
Outside "Alterations
laundry Service, including pressing
fr stain removaf

924 South High Street
Harrisonburg, VA
(White house with blue trim)

540-434-1444
Call for directions

You may reach me at 540-438-1000
71 Court Square, Suite B
Harrisonburg
ALCOHOL VIOLATIONS
SERIOUS FELONY OFFENSES
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
DRUG OFFENSES
TRAFFIC OFFENSES

Mainstreet f$ar <£ grill presents

Safiirilin
Oct. 261.
,40 nm

LARC.i:
one lapping

A SENSATIONAL BAND NEUER
BEFORE SEEN IN VIRGINIA!!

Slit iliJJj

LIVE on stage, The World's Greatest Tribute to
DEF LEPPARD

"HYSTERIA"
with guest,
"Broken View" & "Shag"
// you loved "Z0S0," add another off the hook party at Mainstreet!
____«__— First Time Student Discount ————

Just $8.00 in Advance at Mainstreet Only!!

432.9963
153 South Mainstreet Harnstnburg

I

www.malnstrBelroclis.com

$

f
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DELIVERY AND CARRYOUT

Hantonburg, VA
Serving Hamsooounj &
James Madison Unrversny
& Eastern Mr iviunUti Unveisity
/0?F Market Si

".433-PAPA
("•,433-7272

ORDER PIZZA

ONLINE!
wwor.papjjohitf.com

PM JOHNS
Better Ingredients
Ut'iiiT I'i/./.a.
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LOOKING TO SELL THAT OLD WORKOUT El
YOU NEVER USE ANYMORE???
Sell your items in The Breeze classifieds!
Just $15 to run your ad until it sells or for the
entire semester (whichever comes first)!*
'This offer is good for Fall Semester and only applies to advertising in the "For Sale" section
Ads must be 20 words or less. Offer applies to individual items only. Retail stores or businesses
do not qualify for this special offer. All ads are subject to Breeze approval.
Don't miss out on this incredible offer!!!
568-6127
Your Car Trouble Is Our Trouble!
...you can find us at 865 Waterman Drive

Airey's VW Service & Repair, Inc.
servicing most
major and minor car
repairs, both
foreign & domestic

(540)433-2155
(540) 433-7257

i

Hometown Music
GUITARS, AMPS, DRUMS,

PA AND

MORJ

Ibanez Factory
Blowout!

- www.ho-Mownmusic.npi

All
Ibanez

Save up to
40% off list on
selected models

Amps on
salt
SKKI HMTI:

10-6 M.n, To., TV Fri;
10 5 Sal

lii/inift Wtkom

SEE

hometownmusic.net

foRjamsneiusiiHfo

434-4159 • 2990 S Main Strart

Mill .Street
GRILL
Steaks, Ribs, Salads, Sandwiches, Pasta, Seafood, Fresh Baked Bread

I

10% off any service
with JACard

810 Port Republic Rd.
Suite M
Harrisonburg VA 22801
432-5544
www.tanglesdayspa netfirms com

James McJ lone Jewelry

Mon- I Inn s 4-10 pin
i
Sal *-IO M)pm
Sundaj 11 - IO pm
I Mill Street,
Sluunton, \.\

Best Barbecue Ribs
in the Valley

(540) 8860656
u mi millsireeigi ill com

AUDITIONS

'Wfiere jMll buys its engagement rings."

1

■>

7X%±.

<£%■

'Welcome Home
Mumni!
75 Court Square, Harrisonburg
(Next to Bank of America)
433-1833

LIVEJAZZ*.
Ever) Wednesday Nighl
7:30- 10:30

• .v /

Tak& (iffMJ/Xffljfit// to your performance future.
November 11, 10:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.

RllSCH

James Madison University

iTADrJckic

P.C Ballroom (main ballroom)

Vj Al\l Jt!\|3

Busch Gardens is seeking, singers, dancers,
actors, musicians, character actors, acrobats,
jugglers, magicians, technicians and stage
managers for live shows Bring prepared
audition lor all talents. Visit us on line at:

Witliamsburg, VA
Video Taped Auditions
«jouc«nnonua»on«ipenon,mumm'tcrn
**i*ii*'''*oimii<iiiwmn».tmmmn

www.TalentSearchBGW.com
or call 800-253-3302

n™»*™ *******»«,»**«.
XSrzw-eM0,,",ww"'M

SKI a SKATE

WELCOME BACK JMU ALUMNI!
SEASON RENTALS STILL THE BEST DEAL AROUND!
Snowboards, boots, bindings
$99.99
Shaped skis, boots, bindings
$99.99
Top of the line skis ('01 model)
$149.99
^dr*J ^^9
*V^'^JL

You can kee the

P
^ar until Sept. '03
Newboards,skis, /fl0/
boots, clothes, /S °#4/uw
all kindsof cool shiznit *%47/,?%
u
gfllSKS )
arriving daily!
*Hl!
The burg's source for the coolest stuff on earth1

433-7201 H^E]^M_fl0_7

NexttoShoney's "^
™* H)
on E. Market St. ^^^lEEO lUt*

Sat 10-6
Sun 12-5

THURSDAY, OCT.

SPORTS

Who gets the nod?
Which JMU quarterback
should start against the
Minutemen Saturday?

Scoreboard
Oct. 23

Wom*fl i Soccer
Gnri.M.x*

2

JMU

1
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"I was totally taken back by Saturday
night. We could barely get out of the
huddle. It was very disappointing."
MICKEY MATTHEWS

football coach

Sse story below

FIELD HOCKEY

VOLLEYBALL

"Unsung tafenf

IhNN ArKFKMAN/tfttfHwirqrnY*"

Shean doesn ft get much
recognition as a defensive player, but is an
invaluable part of team

BY Whs HEINEL
contributing writer
The old saying goes,
"Offense wins games,
but defense wins champumships." Another truth
about athletics is that the
offense receives the limelight
and glamour, and the defensive is given less press and
prestige.
The
turf at
Bridgeforth stadium plays
host to a prime example of
this unspoken truth, red-shirt
senior defender Ryan Shean.
Shean exhibits the ideal
qualities that should be
strived for by any athlete.
"Ryan is one of those players who has been doing a lot
of work, but due to her position, she really doesn't pick
up the awards and recognitions due to her statistics
coach Irene Horvat said.
"It's one of those unsung
position! playing defense.
She's an amazing athlete
who is very coach-able and a
great leader.''
Shean said she felt when
she first entered the program, her talents weren't as
sharp as she wanted them to
DC 01 .is they needed to be.
"I came into the program
raw," Shean said. "I was an
athlete who fine-tuned her
skills by working hard. After
my red-shirt year, I felt on an
equal level as everyone else.
My explosive speed and size,
with my big reach, are my
best itttlbutM."
The studio art major has
been a fixture in the Dukes
defense for the past four
seasons. This year, the team
co-captain has led the
Dukes to an 11-5 mark, and
the squad currently is
ranked eighth in the nation.
"Ryan is .1 fifth vear who
understands how things
work/' assistant coach Sally
Northcroft said. "We set up

our team defense to play the
ball back into the middle.
She's the one who cleans up
and steps up. Because of her
speed and agility and skill on
the ball, she has done a great
job denying opponents any
serious attack."
The left back from
Medfield, Mass. was three
time all-league in high
school. She was a Boston
Globe all scholastic and
Senior 60 All-Star
Shean has also been a
Colonial Athletic Association
Scholar Athlete and last season improved her resume by
tacking on 2(101 All-CAA second team honors.
When I was in high
school I was set upon being
an All-American in college,"
Shean said. "Now, in my fifth
year I strive to become a better leader. I've set aside personal goals somewhere along
the line. I accept being a
leader with open arms.
Whether it is being the team
clown, or the disciplinarian, I
try to stay on the same level
as my teammatt 1
Horvat said she feels
Shean's positive attitude on
the team lias been contagious
this season.
Horvat said, "We (as a
coaching staff) set the challenge to all of our seniors to
set a new standard this season. Ryan has had some
standout games this year
where she has been the difference (between a win and a
loss). I expect the team to
continue to feed off her energy, her leadership and continue to be competitive.
Northgroft said, "Ryan is
the true testament to hard
work and a work ethic. She
has worked hard and gotten
better every single year. In

AUDREY WlUJAMS/munr pt**a%nv>wr
Freshman setter Krysta Cannon
serves during Tuesday's win
over George Mason University.

Dukes'
win streak
reaches
nine games
BY LESLIE WILSON
AND DAN BOWMAN

contributing writer and
assistant sports editor
JMU won its ninth straight
match
Tuesday,
downing
Colonial Athletic Association foe
George Mason University 3-2 at
Godwin Gym.
Coach Disa Gamer said her
team's plan was to take control
early in the match.
Tuesday
"We had to
serve aggressiveGMU
l\ forcing their
2
offense based on
JMU
our
serves,"
Gamer said.
3
Mason took
game one, 30-25 behind the stmng
play of Jessica Umansky. The
Dukes though, came back to win
the next two games, 30-19 and 3017 to take a 2-1 lead in the match.
Sophomore middle blocker Kate
Fuchs and senior outside hitter
Jessica Evers led JMU's offense,
Fuchs with five kills in seven

see SHEAN, page 25

see DUKES, page 24

FOOTBALL

JMU,
UMass
hobble
into game

UR adds insult to injury
Frustration continues for JMU in loss to Spiders
BY DAN BOWMAN

Starting QBsfor
Dukes, Minutemen
battle injuries
BY DREW WILSON

sports editor
JMU returns lo Bridgeforth
Stadium for Homecoming
Saturday, looking to cure a fourgame losing streak as No. 16
University of Mass.it husetts
comes to town.
The Minutemen are riding a
three-game winning streak,
including consecutive wins
over two top five teams — the
University of Maine and
Villanova University.
Saturday marks the first
time since 1W that UMass
meets
the
Dukes
in
Harrisonburg. The Minutemen
hold the all-time MMBI land
with a 4-3-1 record.
Both JMU and I Mass enter
the game with questions at
quarterback. The Dukes' redshirt sophomore quarterback
Matt LeZotte left last Saturday's
game after only lour snaps
upon getting hit on his right
thmwing elbow, aggravating a
pre-existing injury. Coach
Mickey Matthews said I e/otte
will start if ready, but freshman
quarterback Jayson Cooke will
see additional snaps in pr.it tutthis week.
Cooke replaced leZotte in
Saturday's
loss
to
the
Universilv til Richmond, bul
threw two interceptions.
see MINUTEMEN. iwjrf 26

Freshman quarterback Jayson Cooke rolls out of the pocket during last weeks loss to the University of Richmond.

assistant sports editor
r-'nr coach Mickey Matthews
and the Dukes, the frustration
continues to mount. JMU
dropped its fourth straight contest, 26-0 at the University of
Richmond Saturday.
The Dukes (3-4 overall, 2-3
in the Atlantic-It)) turned the
ball over a season high six
times in the game — three on
lost tumbles and three thrown
interceptions. Two of the three
interceptions were thrown by
freshman quarterback Jayson
( itoke, who replaced red-shirt
sophomore quarterback Matt
I eZotte after he reaggravated
m injury to his right thmwing
elbow in the second series of
the game.

"Turnovers np your soul
out of your body, and that's
exactly
what
happened
Saturday,"
Saturday
Matthews
said.
JMU
"Every
0
time
we
Richmond
really tried
to do some26
thing good.
wc dropped the ball "
Matthews said the combination of 1 eZotte being out and
Cooke's inexperience added to
the team's lack of rhythm
thnnighout the game
"I had never had that much
trouble in my career going
from first team to second team
qu.irterb.ick on any team I had
ever coached," Matthews said.

"I was totally taken back by
Saturday night. We barely
could get out of the huddle. It
was very disappointing."
The Spiders' defense dominated
JMU's
flustering
offense, holding the Dukes to
lust 144 total yards. JMU
crossed mid field only four
times during the game, and
went without gaining a first
down until midway through
the second quarter.
Despite being offensively
inept, the Dukes' defense was
able to keep them within striking distance throughout the
first half. Richmond, which
made it to the red zone on four
separate occasions in the first
see JMU'S, page 26

Q: Who should start at QB against UMass?
A: LeZotte

A: Cooke

A: Connelly

Rithing in a four-game losing streak, JMU's offense is
struggling like .1 Universilv ol
Nebraska (an. I admit, il may
not be quits Ihtl bad, but the
Dukes t .in I ssan lo break out
ol the offensive doldrums
tliev have been mired in siiue
their last win, Sept 21 at
With the season slipping
Irinii Iheir grasps and \(. It. I IntvtfHt] Ol
Massachusetts nilling into town |\lt needs to Ml)
the course with nil-shirt sophomon' quarterback
Matt LaZotte under center
I .eZotte has been slowed by an elbow injury that
was reaggravated Saturday al the University of
Richmond, but is still JMU's best signal taller I ven
an injured I e/otte is still coach Mickey Matthews'

Ok.n vi freshman quarterback layson Cooke hasn't exactly
put up spectacular numbers in
his three appearances for JMU
this season In his mt»st recent
imling for the Dukes, Cook*
threw two interceptions while
only mustering 73 yards on
DAN
seven of 14 passing. At times it
BOWMAN
MODS as if coach Mickey
i»t.
sports
i iliii.i
Matthews has seen jusl about all
hecan stand of( noke's inconsistent \ Sowhv do I believe Cooke should be the starting quarterback in Saturday's Homecoming game
against the University of Massachusetts?
I'or -Liners, nil-shirt sophomore quarterb.uk
Matt I e/nltei health has bean anything but stellar
In each of the last four games 1 eZotte has come oul
at on*' point or another to nurse his constantly

It'| clear that one hit to the
elbow will knock out red-shirt
sophomore quarterback Matt
I-eZotte. Defenses around the
league know it. Chances an' he
will re-injure the elbow since it
has happened the last few weeks.
That leaves back-up freshDREW
man quarterback Jayson Cooke,
WILSON
who missed most of the preseasports editor
son and the first five weeks of
tit. M .wn w jth .i bmken finger
on his thmwing hand. But there is one problem —
Cooke doesn't know the offense and it's pretty likely he won't by Saturday either.
So I say start senior Mike Connelly at quarterback. He's been here four years and he knows the
offense. Though he's played most of the season at
wide receiver, he occasionally does run an Option

seePlAY,p»ge26

see STARTING, page 26

see SENIOR, page 26
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SWIMMING
DIVING

&

PICKS

McLaren,
men top
Tribe
Both
the men's and
women's swimming teams
began thier seasons against
conference rival the College of
William
&
Mary
in
Williamspurg The women's
team fell short to the Tribe 133107, while the men's team was
dominant, winning 138,5-99.5.
Senior John McLaren
anchored the Dukes 400yard relay as well as led a 1 2-3 finish for JMU in the 50yard freestyle.
Junior Brendan Cartin
gained victories in the 200yard freestyle and the 200yard backstroke.
Junior
Aaron
Nester
turned in the best time in the
200 yard breastroke. Nester
also contributed to the win
ning relay team along with
MiT.iren. |unior i «-otr \lyer,
and junior Jeff Hicks. Hicks
also took first place in the 1000
yard swim.
The Dukes also gaimd
first place
in junior Dan
Rotach (one-meter diving
board), senior Brody Reid
(500-yard freestyle), soph..
more Drew Jordan (threemeter diving board)
and
freshman Danny Grey (100yard freestyle).
For the women, sophomore Christine Filak (200-yard
backstroke), senior co-captain
Rebecca Guy (200 yard butterfly), and senior co-captain
Marie Hansborough (50 yard
freestyle) all placed second.
Freshman Katie Roger
picked up two second place
finishes, one in the 200-yard
freestyle and another in the
100 yard freestyle.
Junior
Mary
Webber
notched two first place tmi-li
es, in the 200-yard freestyle
and the 200-yard butterfly.
Senior co-captain Amanda
Coyle also added another first
place finish in the 1,000-yard
freestyle.
—from staff nrports

SPORTS

OF

THE

WEEK
Week # 9

Travis Cllngenpeel
managing editor

Season total
Last weak
Winning percentage..

I Notre Dame at Florida State
Iowa at Michigan
USC at Oregon
Iowa State at Texas
Northeastern at William & Mary

8-3
.727

Dan Bowman
asst. sports editor

58-30
6-5
659

670

Jeanine Gajewski
da boss
51-37
7-4
580

Florida State
Michigan
Oregon
Texas
Northeastern

Florida State
Michigan
Oregon
Texas
W&M

Florida State
Michigan
Oregon
Texas
Northeastern

Notre Dame
Michigan
Oregon
Texas
Northeastern

Florida State
Michigan
Oregon
Texas
Northeastern

UMass

UMass

UMass

1.1.1 iss

UMass

Baltimore
Denver
Oakland
New Orleans
Philadelphia

Baltimore
New England
Oakland
New Orleans
Philadelphia

Baltimore
New England
Kansas City
New Orleans
Philadelphia

Pittsburgh
New England
Oakland
New Orleans
Philadelphia

Pittsburgh
Denver
Oakland
New Orleans
Philadelphia

UMassat JMU
I Pittsburgh at Baltimore
Denver at New England
^^^^
Oakland at Kansas City
Atlanta at New Orleans
N.Y. Giants at Philadelphia

Drew Wilson
sports editor
59-29
6-5

The wig continues to pay off for the Real Deal after another
Bad to Tha Bone
your enemies even closer, and Popeye is doing just that This past
successful week of picks. He is now pulling away from the pack,
week he has been seen asking out various members of Wilson's Mm
leaving Wilson and Popeye wondering if there is time to catch up. Looks like
ily for drinks. We'll see if the strategy works or even if it really matters,
this fairytale has Coldie Locks kicking the three bears out of the house. That
Da boss maintains her consistency with another decent week, slowly catching
would suit the Real Deal fine, since he has never shared a bowl of porridge
up to the pack. Sticking with the children's stories, now only seven games
with anyone a day in his life
behind Popeye. da boss is looking like the engine that could. But will she run
Wilson stays in second, gasping for air with Popeye close behind. Wilson
out of steam as she climbs up the final stretch?
barely held him off, but luckily for him. Popeye had a bad Saturday.
Joining the Picks of the Week crew isTha Thuggish Ruggish Bone, representing the
Speaking of Popeye, word is that he is starting to scheme after not being graphics department straight out of Cleveland. Though the Browns are not one of this
happy in third place. They say you are supposed to keep your friends close and
week's games, Tha Bone is still rockin' the Dog Pound hard with her picks.

Dukes hold off
Patriots, beat Tribe

FIELD HOCKEY

Dukes regroup, top Tigers
Perlis, Goudswaard help JMU to weekend split
The Dukes fell to the
University of Delaware. 1-0
Friday night at Bridgeforth stad
Suiul.i)
However,
JMU was able
Towson
to
bounce
0
back
from
JMU
their defeat
earlier in the
4
weekend to
dominate
Towson University 4-0 Sunday.
The Blue Hens dropped four
straight contests coming into the
match against the Dukes Friday,
but were able to score what
would be the deciding goal in the
second half off a penalty comer.

<Mt

VXA

JIDDUII

The Dukes had numerous
chances to score following the guil
by Delaware, but all of their shots
were repelled by Blue Hen goalkeeper Stehpanic hi.I. tin.I.
JMU regrouped Sunday,
dominating the Tigers of
Towson early. Junior forward
Janelle Perlis scored twice in
the first seven minutes. The
Dukes added two more second
half goals, one by senior back
Elize van Ballegooie early and
another by sophomore forward Veerle Goudswaard with
1:17 left in thecontesl
JMU improved to 11-5 with
Sunday's win.
—from staff reports
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DUKES, from pagr 23

M 1>KI 1 UIIJIAMS/vnurjiftaKgiapltrr
Sophomore Kate Fuchs, left, and
freshman Emtoe Hussack attack
tha net against QMU Tuesday.

attacks and Evers with a season
high 18 kills.
Aline Pereira paced the
Patriots late, earning seven of
her 10 kills in the pivotal fourth
game. After GMU took a 16-4
lead, the Dukes went on a 22-11
run, closing what was once a
12-point gap to one at 27-26.
Mason though, scored the next
four points to take the game,
30-26, tying the match at two
games a piece.
Game five was dominated
by JMU, as they jumped out
to an early 5-2 lead after the
Patriots initially went up 1-0.
After back-to-back assisted
blocks by Fuchs and fresh-

man outside hitter Emily
Hussack, the Dukes never
looked back, taking the game
15-11 and the match.
Saturday the Dukes topped
the College of William & Mary, \
30-26,30-21,30-24. The win over
the Tribe marked a season
sweep of the school.
JMU moved into second
place in the CAA standings ,ii
14-7 overall, 9-2 in the confer
ence. Tuesday's win also
snapped a three match losing
streak to GMU dating back to
last month's loss at the Patriot
Center. Mason, whose three
match winning streak was
snapped, fell to 15-7 overall. 9-2
in the CAA.

Earn Some
Extra Cash...1
Manpower Offers.
occasional, part-time
and full time positions in a variety of
work environments from construction
to production and office to technical.
All workers with good attitudes encouraged to apply!
Register at 9 AM or 2 PM Monday thru Friday
at 2061 A Evelyn Byrd Ave.
Behind the Valley Mall.
Be sure to arrive early, sessions fill quickly!

Alternative clothing, lingerie, accessories,
videos, DVDs, adult novelties

Be sure to bring two forms of ID

432-6403
5051 S. Main Street
Hamsonburg, VA 22801

MANPOWER

Mon-Thurs I0am-9pm
Fri & Sat Warn-10pm
Sunday I2jrm-5pm

We find the best In everyone and put It to work!
An Equal Opportunity Employer

ANNOYING HEADACHES?
CALL NOW ABOUT A
HEADACHE RESEARCH STUDY
"- _..-*•*"

Dux- In en

Wc Specialize in:

Carry-Oil
Cocktails

•Cantonese
*Sxcchaun
•Mandarin Cuisine

Calcnnc

Lunch and Dinner
Buffet Everyday
We always use the freshest ingredients.
Lunch: Mon.- Fri. S5.25, Sat. & Sun. $6.25
Dinner: Mon. - Thurs. $7.95, Fri. - Sun. $8.95

Men and Women, age IS to 65 years, are needed to pamiapate in a headaihe research study
Tim study tests an investigational use of a marketed drug for the treatment ol moderate or
severe headaches. Participants mu«:
• Have had I lo 6 moderate or severe headache* per month for the last 6 months
• Have at least a one sear history of headaches Uial interfere with their ability lo work or enjoy life
• Hove never been diagnosed with migraine headaches by a medical doctor
For more information about this study, please contact:
Shenandnah Valley Neurological Associates, Robert McMahon MD at MO-433-9480

OPEN
Sunday-Thursday
11:00 a.m.- 10 p.m.
Friday & Saturday
11:00 a.m.- II p.m.

Wn
~
Um»«y IM -

(540)564-1810
(540)564-1922

For Delivery,
call Dinner to Go
438-9993

1790, # 120 E. Market Si. • Harrisonburg, VA 22801 • (Next to Kroger)
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Shean looks to lead Dukes CROSS COUNTRY
to postseason play in '02
SHEAN, from page 23
terms of an athlete, and taking it
all into the future she will see
huge rewards for all the small,
unspoken things she did."
With four games left on the
slate, including a heated rivalry with No. 3 University of

FOOTBALL

Standings
Through Week 8
A-10

School

Maine
Massachusetts
Northeastern
William & Mary
Villanova
Richmond
Delaware
Hofstra
James Madison
Rhode Island
New Hampshire

Overall

4-1
3-1
3-1
3-1
3-2
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-4
1-3
1-4

7-1
5-2
6-1
4-2
6-2
2-4
4-4
2-5
3-5
3-4
2-5

Saturday. Oct. 19
UMass 17, Villanova 16
URI 17, Delaware 14 (20T)
Richmond 26, James Madison 0
William & Mary 34, UNH 27
Maine 33, Florida International 7
Northeastern 17, Harvard 14

Saturday. Qct, 26
Massachusetts at James Madison (3:00)
Hofstra at Maine (12:00)
New Hampshire at Delaware (12:00)
Richmond at Rhode Island (12:00)
Northeastern at William & Mary (1:00)
matches to Georgetown
University
and
the
University of Richmond.
Fencing places two in recent
tournament
Men's water polo finishes
season on high note
Men's water
ished its season
wins over East
University and
Tech after losing

The JMU fencing club
had two members compete
in the Virginia Academy of
Fencing Tournament in
Springfield. Senior Mason
Eoyang came in 10th and
Sohpmore Heidi Hiller
came in 40th of 42.

polo finwith two
Carolina
Virginia
two close

Maryland next week, the
Dukes look to finish up the
season strong. |MU will strive
to make a charge into the
CAA championships and
accomplish their preseason
goal of making it to the
NCAA tournament.

MEN'S SOCCER

Dukes end eight game
slide against Radford
The men's soccer team
stopped their eight game loosine streak —
—«_
■
<£ i0nKCS« Ihuiaday.
in team hisJMU
tory
—
3
when they
traveled to
Radford
Radford
2
University
and defeated their state rival, 3-2. Junior
midfielder Ralph Lee set the
tempo of the game, scoring in
the fourth minute.
However, Radford bounced

back strongly behind AilAmerican senior forward TJ.
Rolfing, who scored on a pair
of goals. The second of the two
coming early in the second
half, giving Radford a 2-1
advantage in the game.
JMU responded when
sophomore forward Denny
Fulk scored on a carrom off a
Radford
defender.
The
Dukes took the lead for good
in the 58th minute when
Junior midfielder Ben Munro
scored on a free kick.
—-from staff reports

JMU men, women compete at Assies, Tribe Open

The men's and women's
cross country teams participated in the 2002 Assies Pace
Setter Pre-Nationals. The men's
team also took part in the
William & Mary Tribe Open
this past weekend.
Indiana State hosted the PreNanonals, where JMU men's
team finished 31st of 35 teams.
Sophomore Evan Kays was the
Dukes top individual finisher,
placing 107th of 235 runners.
Sophomore Allen Car finished
151st, sophomore Mark Bahnuk
placed 176th, sophomore Ted
Herbert arrived in 188th. senior
Ian Scott finished 207th and
sophomore Barry Rodgers
placed 217th overall.
The women's team placed
20th of the 38 teams entered and
was led by senior Mollie

DeFrancesco, who plead
enth overall and set a personal
best time. Other finishers
included the freshman trio of
Nellie Anderson (124th), KiMbi
Saunders (146th) and Shannon
Saundcrs (159th). Red-shirt
sophomore Claire Wood finished 189th and junior Cindy
Dunham finished 128th.
In the Tribe Open, junior
John Fraser finished fourth
for the Dukes, who also
placed
freshman
Josiah
Cadle (16th) and senior
Drew Slockdreher (19th) in
the top twenty. Other notables included
freshman
Travis Lambert (30th), cUtM
mates Nick Noe (5KII, Mike
Durso (60th) and Colin
Chapman (72nd).
—from staff reports

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Argy, Joyce lift Dukes
MEN'S & WOMEN'S TENNIS to home victory over
Hendricksen helps to pace UNC-Wilmington
Dukes at USC Invitational

JMU improves to second in conference

The men's tennis team
The women's tennis team
recently competed in the USC competed in Norfolk at the Old
Fall Invitational tournamen
Dominion
Invitational
in South Carolina.
YTibumament.
In the A-2 singles division,
In the flight- B first round.
freshman
John-Alexander Junior
Spencer
Brown
Janssen advanced to the advanced to the round ot 16,
quarterfinals,
defeating defeating Barbara Schumsky
Victorrin Fratta 6-2,6-4 in the of University of Connecticut 6round of 32. Janssen followed 2,6-7,6-0.
that win with a 6-3, 6-2 victoIn the singles flight-C first
ry of Moises Serrano.
round,
freshman
Kristen
Senior Mike Hendricksen Nordstrom triumphed over
competed in the A-l consola- Kathleen Sloger of George
tion round, defeating Lee Mason University 6-1,6-1.
Porter 2-6, 6-2, 1-0 (4).
Junior Margie Zesinger
Freshman
Michael won both of her matches,
McCettigan also was victori- each by a score of 8-6 to pick
ous in the B-3 singles round, up two wins in the flight-A
defeating Josh Vandcrgrift 6- consolation round.
4, 4-6. 6-3.
—-from staff reports

The JMU women's soccer
team jumped out early and
never looked back on conference foe UNCFriday
Wilmington,
earning a 2-0
UNC-W
win. An may
0
of early shots
JMU
on goal put
the Seahawks
2
at a 2-0 dissadvantage
and made the hole too steep
for them to climb out of.
Freshman Kim Argy, who
was later named Colonial
Athletic Association rookie
of the week, scored in the
third minute on a pass from
junior Abby Karpinski inside
the penalty box.

The Dukes came calling
again the 25th minute when
red-shirt senior Teri Joyce
placed the ball nicely right in
front of red-shirt sophomore
Christy Metzker, who proceeded to put the ball in the
back UNC-Wilmington goalkeeper Tiffany Longford.
The Seahawks attempted
to make a late rally, but
freshman Jessica HiitMy
stoped four shots to accrue
her fourth shutout victory
of the season.
The win runs the Duke's
conference record to 4-1-2,
good enough for second
behind
the College of
William & Mary.
—from staff reports

Dclivcnc s on campus
i

HEAVENLY HAM

MIJV'

182 Ncff Avc. I larrisonburg
Behind Wal-Mart at the Valley Mall
434-5700; 434-5011 (fax)

FLIGHTS OF FANCY
-Florist ~

Right next
to campus!

Ham and Much More!
Eat-In
Party Platters
Take-Out
Tailgating

~11ir best in styling and arranging flowers,
balloons (and hrlium), all at reasonablr prim

Longtime
Diik. tCklfa
mcnilx r.

I-K00-942-I62I
(54())4J4-H5I
591-C University Blvil
www.flightsofFancyilowers.ee

$1«» off Box Lunch

-Located in thr Ron Martin Building
on tin- Bus Route next to Blue Ridge Hall.

775 Cantrell Ave.
(next to Hardees)
432-9996

Mon.- Fri. 9 am-8 pm
Sat. 10am-4pm
Sun. 1 pm-6 pm

If Your Doctor Is Miles Away
And You Need Treatment For:
Minor Injuries and Illnesses
Sports Injuries * Sprains
Mono • Strep Throat
Lacerations
In-housc STD Testing

EMERGICARE

Flu Shot
$12.50

Wkm f lutfii.— SmOmg Thtk FrtmA
All major bank cards accepted
and wc will file your insurance
claim for you!

No Appointment Necessary • OPEN 7 Days a Week

Expires: 11/9/02
Valid in Harrisonburg store only
Not valid on deliveries or with other offers.

SKYDIVE!
One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE

Freelall almost a minute
from 2 1/2 miles htgh
from our 22 Jumper
aircraft on your first skydive

((877) DIVE-SKY)

complete informapon is on www.skydiveorange.com

jimple <rleasures L^aje

434-5382

GREAT FOOD
REASONABLY PRICED

ia(s
ticomecoming specials

Now Open for Dinner
Friday & Saturday

*Full Set
$20
*Manicure & Pedicure Combo _ $28

New Hours:
Mon-Thurs 11-5
Fri & Sat 11-9

Manicure.
Pedicure
Eyebrow Wax

Fresh Baked Breads & Goodies
Homemade Soup & Salads
Care Packages
Catering for all Occasions

2177 S. Main Street
In Dukes Plaza

includes Free Tan

1 (877) 34^3759

(540) 943-6587

KIM'S NAILS & TANNING

Mon-Sat 9am-8pm

JMU Student Discounts

5^1

•Ploon from (. otVo

)3oarslleaJ Deli
564*2988
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Minute men riding big wins
UMass enters game against JMU with consecutive wins over Maine, Villanova

DREW WILSUNunurplkwcnyrti''
Running backs < ch Darrius Smith, right, calms down freshman
quarterback Jayson Cooke after Cooke threw an Interception.

JIWs offensive
struggles at UR
JMU'S. from page 23
half, was held lo one touchdown
and three field goals and took a
16-0 lead into halftime.
"I really thought at the half
that we could beat them,"
Matthews said. "1 thought we'd
get something going offensively.
I really believe our kids did too."
Richmond coach Jim Reid
slid he thought his team's out
put could have ended up similarly to its effort last week
against the University of New
Hampshire, a game the Spiders
lost 20-19.
"We executed better, and we
hung onto the football, and our
special teams played better,"
Reid said. The result of not getting in the end zone when we
had opportunities could have
been exactly the same had James
Madison moved the ball, and
they might have had Matt
LeZotte not been injured."
JMU opened the second half
by driving downfield to the
Spiders' 22-yard line in four plays
— all rushing. When the Dukes
decided finally to air it out
Cooke — who finished the game
7 of 14 for 73 yards — threw an
interception to Richmond defensive back Ramon Richeson on a
"aked bootleg.
JMU forced the Spiders to
punt, but on its next possession
proceeded to to rum the ball over
aga'n, this time when UR defensive end Steve Boyer forced a
Cooke rumble, which was recovered at the Dukes' 31-yard line.
"Well, the first half he was
really nervous and shaky,"
Matthews said of Cooke's per-

formance. "There was no comnuinic.ition. On our sideline
offensively in the first halt, without Matt (in charge], we really
lost our poise.
"After the half, when we got
him settled down, when we got
the kids settled down and had
that great drive, he just turned
the ball over there twice.
Basically that was the game."
Richmond's offense looked
dCttMflgljy dominant in certain
areas — out-rushing JMU 263
yards to 71 and holding the ball
for nearly 23 minutes more than
the Dukes. However Reid said
he thought much of his team's
overwhelming numbers could
be contributed to Madison's
inexperience
LeZotte said the turnovers
were fatal but Cooke's performance under fire was to be expected.
"You've got to give them
credit, they didn't rum the ball
over and we did," LeZotte said.
"You can't come back after turning the ball over that much.
'1 think [Cooke] did a real
good job. It's hard to come in
and play a full game after not
having any playing experience
That's all you can ask for."
Matthews added, "It could
have been much worse. But then
it could have been much better
too. If we score in the third quarter, it's a one score game.
"I think our defense played
very gallantly. I don't think
there's any question considering
the position they were put in.
The defense has got to keep you
in games, which it kept us in
game until early in the fourth."

"1DUNKIN*

laDONUTS

MINUTEMEN, from page 23
"We're going to play Matt if
he's healthy because he's our best
quarterback," Matthews said.
"But you've got to practice Jayson
more than you'd like because he's
got to know what to do more and
once again, you don't have all the
August training to fall back on
that you normally do"
Matthews said Cooke's performance against Richmond was
due to his lack of practice time
after breaking his ringer during
the preseason
"\ think in August he practiced very well and, up until the
point when he broke his hand, he
was practicing very well and getting a good grasp of our offense
and really had made some
strides." Matthews said. "In the
weeks that he missed, he didn't
throw a ball. I think he came back
and he just wasn't ready.
"He's like a lot of young football players — he didn't realize
he was one play away from playing. I think he found that out
Saturday. Who would have
guessed it would have been the
fourth play of the game. Jayson
wasn't quite ready to play. I
think he'll learn from that."
Matthews said LeZotte's
injury is frustrating.
"1 think his elbow is KtuBy
well, but it's extremely frustrating to try to make a decision in
that direction because you prepare one quarterback. He's one
hit off his elbow from standing
over by you. It was very frustrating to have Matt out Saturday
We thought we had a good
plan," Matthews said.
UMass starting quarterback

Jeff Krohn also is questionable
after getting knocked out of the
Minutemen's 17-16 win over
Villanova Saturday.

-64
He's like a lot of
young football players
— he didn 't realize he
was one play away
from playing.
— Mickey Matthews
football coach

55
"That was a big hit he took."
Matthews said alter watching
the game film. "He is out when
you watch the tape. He is stone
cold out on the sideline, so I'm
sure he's had some concussion
problems. It will be difficult for
him to play this week. But we
have to prepare for him."
Krohn transferred to UMass
from Arizona State University,
where he started two |MII MM
led thel'ac-lOConferenceinpass
efficiency in 2001.
If Krohn cannot play, Tim
Day should get the start. Day is
the younger brother of former
IMvtNily of New Hampshire
quarterback Ryan Day.
"Without [Krohn|, they didn't throw the ball a lot,"
Matthews said of the second half
of UMass' game BUM
Villanova. "They really had a
limited passing game."
Despite who gets the start,
Matthews said the Minutemen

are big on both sides of the ball.
"Just how we match up
against them on the line of
scrimmage is very concerning
They are very physical and both
their tailbacks are averaging over
five yards a shot Zulo is a great
player at wide-out I'm sure he's
the fastest guy In the league,"
Matthews said
However. UMass also comes
in bed as the most penalized team
in the Atlantic 10, with 60 penalties for an A-10 leading 77.0 yards
worth of penalties per game.
Meanwhile, JMU will try to
remedy its turnover problem. Of
the 21 turnovers the Dukes have
given up, 17 have come in their
five losses. Matthews said part of
the problem is that his players
sometimes try to do too much.
"We've just got some kids
trying so hard mat they make
mistakes and we just need to
play
within
ourselves,"
Matthews said.
With either LeZotte or
Cooke, Matthews said both redshirt senior Brannon Coins and
red-shirt sophomore Rondell
Bradley should share time at the
tailback spot.
Coins is coming off what
Matthews said was his best
game so far. "Other than that
dropped punt, Brannon played
the best game of his career,"
Matthews said. "He played well.
He blocked well, ran the ball
well. He did a nice job."
Coins likely will stay at run
ning back with red-shirt sopho
more tailback Pervis Binns gone
for the year after having wrist
surgery last week.
Also gone for the year are

Senior Connelly has past Starting Saturday might
experience at quarterback be what Cooke needs
SENIOR, from page 23
offense
at
quarterback.
However,
coach
Mickey
Matthews said he really hasn't
thought about that possibility.
"1 don't even think about
him playing quarterback
because there are no passes in
his
offense
we
run,"
Matthews said. "Mike has not
practiced at the quarterback
position. He'9 played quarterback in that little option series
we have, but as far as him
Elaying quarterback, he really
isn't done it."
But in the past, Connelly
has done it — and he's won
before as a starter. And he's
spent a lot of time at quarterback in the past two years,
getting significant playing
time in six games over the
past two seasons.
And while he's not much
of a passer, Connelly can
scramble for yards. That's

also helpful since the offensive line has not protected
well most of the season.
Cooke has that ability as
well, but in his brief action,
he seems uncomfortable and
tends to run back or side-toside, rather than forward.
Although
I think
Connelly should start and
play a bulk of the time at
quarterback, I think Cooke
should come in for a few
downs during the game,
which Matthews said was the
plan last weekend against
the University of Richmond.
The smooth transition by
letting Connelly start would
take s^me of that pressure off
Cooke and at the same time
give LeZotte time to heal by
taking the week off.
LeZotte is the best quarterback on the team, but
there is no point in starting
him if he isn't going to last.

STARTING, from page 23
injured right elbow — exiting
Saturday's game early.
Despite what Matthews has
said about the team being
more comfortable with oftinjured LeZotte under center,
his players are eventually
going to have to learn to adjust
to playing with different quarterbacks if they ever want to
be successful.
And to give Cooke the ben-

Play the best QB
PLAY,from page 23
best option, as freshman Jayson
Cooke needs to spend more
time in the oven and senior
Mike Connelly is more valuable
to the team at wide receiver.
Some have offered that the
wisest course of action may be
to shelve LeZotte, saying that
resting his elbow for spring

-£?

"with any size coffee purchase
with this coupon
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practices and next season
would be best. But as
Matthews said in his Oct 7
press conference, any coach
that coaches for next season
isn't worth much. At the least
the Dukes have the ability to
play spoiler, a very real possibility with the Minutemen riding as high as they are.

FREE D0NUT

3520 N. Main St
1-61, Ext 243

.

efit of the doubt, he was out
with a broken finger until Oct.
5. His playing experience since
then has not only been limited,
but also very spur of the
moment, as he has been virtually thrown into every game at
the drop of a hat. Tuesday
Matthews said, "Jayson wasn't
quite ready to play. I think
he'll learn from that"
Maybe a start is what Cooke
needs to feel more comfortable.

Visitour3Harrisonburg I -1DUNKIN'
»DONUTS
Locations!
Teter's Exxon

_-

red-shirt sophomore defensive
tackle Brandon Beach and redshirt sophomore safety Jay Paige.
Beach tore his ACL during the
game at Hofstra University Sept
21. Matthews said Beach was
going to try to play with the tear,
but had no stability in his knee.
Paige was injured last
Thursday after he was scheduled to play a bulk of the
Richmond game with red-shirt
senior safety Reggie Taylor still
ailing from a sprained ankle.
'lay, Thursday night, just got
up out of his chair and his knee
locked up," Matthews said. "He
hadn't had any problem with it
really and he was on crutches
Friday morning and they did an
MRI Friday afternoon and they
actually scoped his knee
Saturday morning, so he's out
for the year."
Matthews might have to
make additional moves to counter if Taylor still is injured.
"We'll see how healthy
Reggie gets, but certainly the
next move is to move |sophomore cornerbackj
Rodney
McCarter back in to safety
because that's all we have."
Junior linebacker Dennard
Melton also will miss Saturday's
game with a dislocated elbow that
he suffered early in the University
of Delaware game Oct 12
"I don't know if Dennard is
coming back this year, 1 don't
know that, but if I were to bet,
he'd probably come back after
the open date," Matthews said.
"He just doesn't look too good to
me right now."
The game Saturday is scheduled for 3 p.m.
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SSLL Ll£l2S:
FOR RENT
[Feeling Cramped? Compare our
■spacious houses, duplexes and
■apartments See photos, prices
Jerd currant availability for 2003 •
|20O4 at wwwcasmprooctty.com.
.WO. WoommaU Nnlil • throe
■toy townhouse. $300 par month,
utilities included. Contact Rene*.
• 'SOssa
_ J far QaletT Nice houee 10
mirxrtes from HTwrs;. 1725/month
fciut utilities No patt. smokers.
References required. Available
fcecemoer. 833-5128.
p FIB, all We»
i Wanted for
t BR house. Completely furnished.
Jwry close to campus, W/D. patio,
ir.ige. and much more. Cell for
ore information. 433-2563.
uMeeae 1 Bedroom Aaertieeet cross from campus, $375/mo.
ater and heat included. Available
|SpMig semester. 560-9698

FOR SALE

-a H • 4WO. 3 inch
lit. good condition, great for four
-healing, $2,500. or best offer.
Call 5404380681

I Hense CSV IX HMO - saver.
nth extras, eicallent condition,
115.000 miles. Below NAOA et
110.900. OBO 432 1018. e»t. 4
joeytime); Chris.

nasals Phetigssahy - looking for
outgoing, dependable students
interested in photography. Ftexftte
evening hours, great pay. No
experience needed will train.
Please call Jenn; 012-7460. Erin,
612 7464; or Katie (toll free).
866-882 2897

Application Deadline:
December 16. 3009.
Employment Period:
June 2 - August IS. 2003
Coatact:
Bryan Branch. Program
Director. 434-248-5444
Rt 2. Box 630
Appotnattox. VA 24532
bbranthSvt edu
EOAA

Teu Can tee The Doctor Now •
at Patient Cere Plus In Staunton.
8:00 a.m. 10:00 p.m. 365 days
a year. And we'll meet you
anytime after hours. Just call
5408656786. Board certified
emergency physicians, x-rays,
treatment of all minor illnesses
and Injuries. No waiting evenings
and nights.

'S3 Dodge Celt • low mileage,
some work needed. $1.700/neg.
Call 433-5157

HELP WANTED
Waitresses Needed - Apply at
Jess' Lunch. Must be available
to work lunches. Sophomores
and juniors preferred.

Exatic Daaears Wanted •
excellent pay and benefits Call
Kevin. 246-5047 or MM. 0070433

Holiday Lake 4 H Center
(Ceattral Virginia) Bummer
Camp Staff Poeltloae:
Stair Coordinator Wnterfroiit
Dfrector. Resident Lifeguard.
Nurae/EMT. Stwe Keeper/ Office
Aaalatant. Jnatructora, Canprlrt*,
RNIery. Archery, Outdoor Living
Skies. Rope* Course (high A kiw)
Dam Animals. Fun-airy. Performing Art* Training Indudrd.

Washer - Kenmore. compact,
excellent condition <i pard J500).
$200 Dryer - Whirlpool, stackable.
small to medium sued. $60. Call
574-2306

Bartawdaf Trainees Needed - 1250
a day potential Local positions.
1*00-293-3985. ext 215.

SERVICES

Leng Dlstaaee J.B cents/
minute -No fees. No 10-10. Call
1 866 366-3489.
http: //besuates. Iscool .net
NOTICE
For more utformation and
suaWcerefaroiagsV
MvcuiaxfjcaofriBsaciag
opp^iaaaaaxesctte
Better Buuneu Barest), lac

6 Fun talee PoeHlena • open at
Vslkry Mail. $6 S28/hour. Must
have outgoing, fun personality.
Sales experience a plus. Call
437 1038

Clubs • Student Groups

■ Costume Ideas • Come and
Gift & Thnft. 227 N Main.

Heart Summer

Maeeaavtten Time Share - 4th
week Sept.. 1st week Oct. Sleeps
8. full kitchen, jacum, sauna.
double deck. S5.CCO/wk . o.b.o.
703-255-4712

Fraternities • Sororities

i Pleee Pearl Drum Sat - rack,
loubfci pedal, maple snare. Pe-ste
hymbals. $2,700. Contact Gavin,
40887-2861.

5 Fore Contour j fpSSS, V6.
k4.000 miles, great shape, new
pet. battery. Perfect student carl
i MB, be* Df/fM IT*eM7

Dell Insplron 7000 Laptop
Computer • E»ceiient condition
Asking.
$550.
For
more
information, call Mary. 574-3447.

Fam SI.BOO- S2.000 Irm
semester with a proven
CarnpusFundraiscr i hour
fundraising event.
Our program* make
fMRdralilag eat* with ao risks.

Cefl Teextri Part time telemarketing
positions. Evening*. 24 hours per
week. No cold calling. Paid baawg>
Great salary plus bonus. Only
serious tehatnarketers need apply.
Call 434-8750.

Fundramng dates are filling quickly.
to set with the program' li trarki.

HeaaMallty/Marhetlng Majors •
Fie.ibte hours. 15 - 20 hour*. Hotel
sales. Fax resume: 433-9494

Contact Camputr undraiirr
atBSS-92).)]3l.orviui
www • omptufyntkais er com

SI. WO Wssley Potential • rrujlkng
our circulars. Free information Call
2036830202

fl Spring Break Operatar!
Awesome deals on packages with
free meal plans for Cancun 4
Jamaica Book by October 31st
Call us today, 1866 273 2500.
www. vagabonoTours. com

Citizens for Shcnandoah
is hosting the

Aet Wow! Guarantee the best
sprng break prices! South Padre.
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas.
Acapulco. Florida, and Mardtgras
Travel free, reps needed, earn
ill. Group discounts for 6*. Ca>
1888THINKSUN (16886446578.
dept. 2626.)
www. spnngbieakaiKOunts.com

TRAVEL

HAUNTED
DUNGEON

14U TUPS M SSL
CAW, M mi!

ma

Oct 25th, 26th and
Halloween Night!

Q£BC;,V.,

IJIMM-WW

•prlag Break 2001" - is now
sponsored by Student Express'
Cancun. Acapulco. Maiatian,
Jamaica. Bahamas, South Padre.
Las Vegas. Florida, and Ibua.
Book early end gat free meals!
Student Express sponsors the
best parties and is now hiring
salaried Salespeople, Campus
Reps, end On-sile Staff Contact
www.studeniexpress.com or l 800787 3787 for detads.

www. »fi trove Uern
At Last! Spring Break Is Near!
Book before Nov 6th. Free meals,
parties. 2 free tnps, lowest pnees
Call 16004267710
www. sunspJaafHours.com

Wanted! Spring Breakers!
wants to send you on Soring Brea2003 to Cancun. Acapulco, Maratien.
Jamaica or the Bahamas tor heel Cat
now at 16007954786 or email at
saies9sunco44tvacauons.com.
Ill Sarty Ipiclalil Spnng Break
Bahamas party cruise! 5 days
S299I includes meals, parties!
Awesome beaches, nightlife'
Departs from Florida! Get group
go free! spnrajjbrea*tra*e( com
L4»067iM Jb*;

l-MMU-SMI

K^mecanwag Accommodetlene
$100 for 2 nights, bed and
breakfast, private bath, close to
campus. 540434 7152

C*/UW e KCMtLCO e J.UUJCA
8rVitMAa • FLOsW.

Then go Direct! Book now and get
guaranteed lowest once, free meats.
and free insurance! Campus reps
wantedl Organize some friends
travel free' we hate wo cueaomor
complaints!
1-800 367 1252
wvrw.spr-igfjreakOx'ect.com

IKIMI.MI

in

Spring Break
2003 with
5tueantClty.com! R/Uip M. hotel,
free food and 150* lowest price
guarantee' Reps wanted' Organize
15 fnends. earn 2 free tnps. VIP
treatment, cash and prues to
promote StudentCity coml Cat
1800 293 1445 or email
sales#studentcity.com today!

May 12 -WJIXK IcmM.
rWu. tUnrti. IhMraut. Uiwni.
rtia. rUmct. IWat, Kum
C««*i I* Umo Himlel-Uni
Keetdtil [tone

Ill tarty Spring Breafc facials)
Cancun A Jamaica from $429'
Free breakfast, dinners A parties'
Award winning company' Group
leaders free' Honda vacations from
$149' sprngbtaakuavet com
1 800-6 ' 86 386

ADVERTISE IN
THE BREEZE
CLASSIFIED ADS'

FRASCItinn

Now in . rpiinu

PERSONALS

•1 Spring Break Vacatlonel 110%
best prices! Me>ico, Jamaica,
Bahamas. Florida. Texas. Book now
and receive free parties end
meals. Campus raps wanted!
16OO234-7007
and/as ssummer tours. com

COO adirawn Take Rt 33
Eatt Turn left on Rt 602 to
flfcM..nin.fc Haunted Dungaon
located on lit Sum. 'hmmlkah

credit cards!

Skydlvet One IS) RfW 'enOOm
Skydlves from 2 1,2 — es up1
22 jumper aircraft. JMU student
discounts! Call 1877 3483759
(877-DIVESKY)
www. skydiveorange.com

(\'ISA».r Muslcrt/Jid)

Place your ad today!
568-6127

Recycle this Breeze
It's now a Breeze to place a classified ad.

fiatttiaettfal 7AMto 10:30PM-7DAYSAWEEK
VAN SPECIALISTS

RENTACAR

Use your credit card!

•LOW RATES!

433-3549
Phone: 568-6127.
Fax: 568-568-6736.
E-mail: the_breeze@jmu.edu.

QUALIFIED DRIVERS OVER 21 WELCOME!
3275 Main at South Main Amoco(Near Ramada Inn) Harrisonburg

iS&aV

*J.V.

D<^Ve

SERVING THE SHENANDOAH VALLEY FOR 20 YEARS

Trom One to One THouiancO.

Need Computer
Repairs?

All Services In-House
-Embroidery
-Athletic Design
-Screen Printing
-Graphic Design
-Digitizing Available
Rush Ordors Welcomo
-Club»
-Reunions

-Cor bo rate
-Sororities

-Fraternities
-Schools
-Business

•Mouse Pads

Call Meridian Computers Today!
564-1949

ail

(540) 433-1177

498-1 University Blvd. Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Diagonally Across From Sheetz, Behind Valley Mall

HAuOwEENPARrV?
vlilr OUR 70 i KUOM

{

AUD

CM.CH

-Photo Tees

1MD1 AM-AMERICAN CAFE
Specializing in
Non- Vegetarian/
Vegetarian

We Service All Makes and Models

kktD 40M£r»iM5 TO WtARi

-Vehicle Magnets

-Teams
-Fund-Rais

inuun i uisiin-

91 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA
aaKrlBMQ

-ft

Lunch: Monday - Saturday
11:00 a.m. - 2:30 n.m.
Dinner: Monday - Saturday
5:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

STUDENT TRAVEL
bake oPP

Por bhe holiday/...

VoU. A LOW PRICE,
OJT

OUR Oru£R UulOUt ArriRe

„Granny Longlegs

$334

DMIIM

Located across Irom Court Square
433-4097

LosAng»l»tS338

Srh_L CAur FiuD ruAr PE.Rfe.Cr COiTjMti

Denver

$341

Brussels

$476

San Jose, C.R..S560
rRV OUR

Sydney

Mercy House Thrift Store
on 1005 S. High St
433-3272

'Both stores have everyday specials 50°o off select items

Hours:
M-F 9:30-5:30
S 9:00-5.00

$1375

■•MMMWWI* ItlMfMMM
ft— assei IP tfwtf 4»* i ■aitain' I
rawaweaa. a*pt>

(800)777.0112
HHTRAVEL

www.sdatnavel.com
online

»

onTHEPHone » on cnmpu/

»

On THE /TREET
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HOMECOMING WEEKEND
KICKOFF PARTY
at Stonegate Clubhouse

TODAY
FROM 4-7 PM!
CO-SPONSORED BY
JMU ATHLETICS]
• DUKE DOGv^
WILL BE THERE/

iOS

£ 100 T-SHIRTS
WILL BE GIVEN AWAY/
ALL OFFICES OP|
ACCEPTING RESEJ
.gn a lease with The Commons, South View, or stone Ga]
and get FREE local telephone service, FREE ethe^
and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one yea:

The Comm

uth View

•*»•*

Office Hours
Mon-Frl 8:30 am-5:30 pm

1068 N Lois Laru

PM
Hftanent

